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Abstract
The Semantic Web aims to convert the World Wide Web into a ”web of data” by adding machinereadable semantic annotations. It is one of the most important movements regarding the World
Wide Web. The concept was introduced back in 1998; however the initial ideas and plans proved
to be too optimistic and the Semantic Web is not realized on a broader basis as of today.
Linked Open Data (LOD) stands for data published on the web in an open and machine-readable
format that is interlinked with other open data sources. Availability of LOD is a major requirement for the realization of a global Semantic Web vision. Initiatives like DBpedia and the Linking Open Data community project catalyzed the expansion of Linked Open Data on the web.
Principles were established to ensure a certain level of data quality and usefulness of published
data. A wide variety of data sources is already included in the global Linked Open Data cloud.
National and regional governments around the world also began to make data openly available on the web. For example, the city government of Vienna (Austria) has started to publish
datasets as part of their Open Government Data (OGD) initiative. These datasets were published
in numerous formats but they are isolated and not yet designed to conform to Linked Open Data
principles. The Vienna OGD initiative intends to release LOD at some point but will coordinate
this effort with other OGD initiatives in Austria. Therefore the release of LOD is currently in a
very early planning stage.
The goal of this thesis is to show how a subset from the Vienna OGD initiative can be converted into usable LOD. By introducing a common schema and interlinking the isolated datasets
new use cases like complex querying will be made possible. The resulting data has to conform
to established LOD principles and will be published on a web server so it can be accessed and
queried using SPARQL.

iii

Kurzfassung
Das Semantic Web hat das Ziel, das heutige World Wide Web durch hinzufügen von Metadaten
maschinenlesbar zu machen. Es ist einer der wichtigsten Entwicklungsschritte in der Geschichte
des World Wide Web. Das Konzept existiert bereits seit 1998, die ursprünglichen Ideen stellten
sich allerdings als zu optimistisch heraus und die Vision ist bis heute nicht auf breiter Basis realisiert.
Linked Open Data (LOD) bezeichnet Daten, die unter Verwendung eines offenen und maschinenlesbaren Formates im Web publiziert werden und mit anderen offenen Datenquellen verlinkt
sind. Die Verfügbarkeit von LOD ist eine der wichtigsten Voraussetzungen für die Realisierung
des Semantic Web. Initiativen wie DBpedia und das Linking Open Data community project haben die Verbreitung von Linked Open Data deutlich vorangetrieben. Richtlinien für Datenqualität und Inhalt von offenen Daten sind mittlerweile verfügbar und eine Vielzahl von verschiedene
Datenquellen ist bereits in der Linked Open Data Cloud enthalten.
Regierungen in verschiedenen Regionen der Welt haben ebenfalls begonnen, Daten offen über
das Internet zu publizieren. Die Stadt Wien z.B. hat Datensätze im Rahmen ihrer Open Government Data Initiative (OGD) veröffentlicht. Diese Datensätze wurden in verschiedenen Formaten
online gestellt, sind allerdings untereinander isoliert und wurden nicht nach den Richtlinien für
Linked Open Data entworfen. Seitens der Wiener OGD Initiative ist die Veröffentlichung der
Daten in LOD geplant, durch die angestrebte Koordination mit anderen OGD Initiativen befindet sich dieses Vorhaben aber noch in einer frühen Planungsphase.
Das Ziel dieser Diplomarbeit ist es, anhand einer Auswahl von Daten der OGD Initiative der
Stadt Wien zu zeigen, dass diese in Linked Open Data konvertiert werden können. Die konvertierten Daten müssen dabei den Richtlinien bzgl. LOD entsprechen und werden auf einem
Webserver veröffentlicht um neue Anwendungsfälle wie komplexe Abfragen mittels SPARQL
zu ermöglichen.
v
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CHAPTER

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Information represented on the World Wide Web is usually designed to be interpreted by humans. Recent developments were mostly focused on either content generation (e.g. Web 2.0)
or content representation (e.g. HTML5). HTML5 introduces several elements to outline some
limited semantics of a web page [55] but none of these developments comprehensively target a
very promising use case: The interpretation of content by machines.
Since information on the web is usually not semantically annotated, it cannot be interpreted
by machines. Therefore, search engines are only able to find results based on text matching but
they don’t really ”understand” what the result is about. The Semantic Web introduces the kind
of semantic annotation that is required to enable automated reasoning based on data on the web.
The Semantic Web Vision was introduced in 1998 when Sir Tim Berners-Lee published
a roadmap [27] that summarizes the concept and idea. The idea is to enable machines to semantically understand content on the World Wide Web. This is realized by adding metadata to
markup content. Furthermore, metadata is based on schemata, so called ontologies, enabling
computational reasoning based on data that was published on the web.
In a first step this leads to a better categorization of web content. For example, when a
website is categorized as being about ”Pizza” and an applicable ontology states that ”Pizza” is
”Food”, it can now be automatically reasoned that the website is food-related, even though this
is not stated explicitly within the websites metadata.
The Semantic Web relies on three main concepts:
1

1

Metadata Metadata annotates and describes the data published on the World Wide Web. After
adding metadata, content becomes machine-readable.
Ontologies Metadata is based on ontologies that describe hierarchies and connections between
elements. A vocabulary is defined that builds the basis for the Semantic Web.
Reasoning Based on the metadata and ontologies, reasoning can be applied to generate new
data.
However, the Semantic Web also relies on another very important issue: Availability of
open data. High-quality interlinked data is required as a foundation to make Semantic Web
applications possible.
The introduction of Linked Open Data (LOD) tries to improve the lack of data that Semantic
Web applications can build upon.
Principles of linked data were first outlined by Berners-Lee in 2006 [19]. These principles
are based on
• Using HTTP URIs to identify things and make them referable
• Using open standards defined by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to describe
things
• Including links to other resources
LOD principles are described in chapter 3.
The LOD cloud, a graphic representation of linked data on the web [10] already contains
data from several sources. This cloud is already very extensive and is shown in Figure 1.1.
There are cases where data added to the Linked Open Data cloud was not originally published in a semantic data format but converted from some source. A well-known example for
this approach is DBpedia, a community project that aims to extract structured information from
Wikipedia and makes this information available as linked data on the web [2].
The city government of Vienna has also published datasets as part of their Open Government
Data (OGD) initiative [31]. These datasets were published in numerous formats but they are
isolated and were not designed not conform to established LOD principles.
The goal of this thesis is to convert a subset from the Vienna OGD initiative into LOD, conforming to the mentioned LOD principles. This includes using well established vocabulary as
well as enhancing the data quality and adding links to other LOD sources.
2

Figure 1.1: A graphical representation of Linked Open Data on the web (Source: [10])

Data formats and technologies for the Semantic Web that will be used during the thesis
work are already standardized and well established (e.g. XML/RDF/OWL/SPARQL) and several frameworks exist to support the handling of large Semantic Web datasets. Standards regarding the annotation of Linked Open Data are also emerging, for example the Dublin Core
schema [18]. In addition to data formats, data quality requirements for LOD have to be taken
into account.

1.2

Structure of the Thesis

In this section the reader gets an overview about the motivation and how the thesis is structured.
Chapter 2 introduces the key concepts, technologies and basic principles like RDF, OWL and
SPARQL that build the foundation of the Semantic Web, Linked Open Data and the thesis work.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the state of the art in Linked Open Data. There will be a review of
established principles that have to be taken into account when creating LOD as well as the de3

scription of examples and an evaluation regarding Open Government Data. DBpedia is a very
popular source of Linked Open Data that will also be used to link the government data from
Vienna to a LOD source and will there be evaluated in more detail. Other OGD initiatives will
also we discussed.
Chapter 4 describes the suggested solution and the conversion of Vienna OGD into Linked Open
Data. Requirements for the resulting dataset will be defined and there will be a discussion of
how the conversion process is implemented and how the guidelines regarding LOD are followed.
There will be an in-depth description of the data structure that was designed for the transformation as well as a discussion of technologies and frameworks that are utilized.
Chapter 5 evaluates the resulting Linked Open Data on the basis of the requirements defined
before. Examples for use cases that could be developed based on the LOD dataset will be presented and the RDF graph will be reviewed and visualized.
Chapters 6 and 7 provide an outlook to future work as well as critical reflection on the thesis.
The ontology that was created for the transformation is listed in an Appendix to this document.
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CHAPTER

Basic Principles
2.1

The Semantic Web

Information represented on the web is usually designed to be interpreted by humans, making the
web highly dependent on human interaction. For example, someone who wants to book a trip
to some warm country during Christmas holidays usually has to visit several websites, interpret,
retrieve and combine information. It is currently not possible to instruct some computational
engine to ”book a trip to some warm country during Christmas holidays”. Even when narrowed
down to search tasks it is currently not possible to search for ”vacation package to a warm country during Christmas holidays”.
Machines are currently not able to combine information found on distinct websites. For example, there may be a website that lists a vacation package for South Africa and another website
that states that South Africa can be considered a ”warm country”during Christmas holidays. It
is easy for humans to combine this information but machines cannot interpret this data semantically and therefore fail to deliver a result.
In an article published in Scientific American in 2001, Tim Berners-Lee and his co-authors
wrote [3]:
The Semantic Web will bring structure to the meaningful content of web pages,
creating an environment where software agents roaming from page to page can
readily carry out sophisticated tasks for users. [...] The Semantic Web is not a
separate web but an extension of the current one, in which information is given welldefined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation.
5
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Figure 2.1: The Semantic Web layer cake (Source: [56])

The idea is to achieve this meaningful content by publishing machine-readable metadata
(that may be invisible to humans) in addition to human-readable data on the web. The existing
information on the web therefore becomes annotated and can be interpreted by machines.

2.2

Semantic Web Technologies

The Semantic Web consists of several technologies that can be divided into 7 layers. The socalled layer cake, as seen in figure 2.1 was introduced by Tim Berners-Lee back in the year
2000 [56].
Unicode / URI The first layer handles several low-level requirements. Unicode is a global encoding standard that is based on ASCII but contains characters for several languages as
well as mathematical formulas. Unicode is used for encoding in all layers above. URI
stands for Universal Resource Identifier. It is a concept that assigns a unique identifier to
each and every resource used. Everything within the Semantic Web can be identified using
a URI. For example, the URI for a certain company could be the URL of its homepage.
URIs are used in RDF-graphs and ontologies.
XML / XML-Schema XML (Extensible Markup Language) is used to represent structured
data. The markup language only provides an alphabet but no vocabulary or semantics
whatsoever. XML builds the foundation of the current web in the form of (X)HTML.
6

Since Unicode, URI and XML are very basic technologies related to a much broader context
than just Semantic Web or Linked Open Data they are not described in more detail. The more
specific technologies utilized for the Semantic Web are covered in the third layer and above:
RDF / RDF-Schema RDF is the primary data format used for the Semantic Web. RDF is a
triple-based format where every statement (triple) consists of subject, predicate and object. Serialization in XML is possible, however there are also other ways to represent RDF
data. The object of any triple can be defined directly (e.g. being a literal) or refer to another resource (URI) on the web. RDF-Schema (RDFS) allows to create simple schemata
(ontologies) for RDF.
Ontology Ontologies are used to classify information that is published in RDF. It is possible to
create structures, vocabularies and hierarchies in ontologies. This is helpful to introduce
semantics into RDF data. Since RDFS is not expressive enough for many use cases, the
more complex Web Ontology Language (OWL) can be used instead.
Logic Based on RDF data and the semantics introduced with ontologies, it is possible to create
new information out of existing data. This is called reasoning and happens within the
logic layer of Semantic Web. There are specific algorithms and software tools (reasoners)
to support this step. Agents that answer user requests can be considered reasoners and
also work on this layer.
Proof The proof layer is used to trace the reasoning steps and verify the results.
Trust The trust layer was introduced to verify data and identify its source. Technologies and
applications working on layer are largely unrealized as of today.
The lower layers (RDF, ontology and logic) are already well standardized and used for several applications. The upper about proof and trust are currently topics of research but it seems
that there are not many real-world applications available.

2.3

RDF

Using RDF to represent information
RDF was selected and designed as the data format for the Semantic Web by the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C). The W3C published a first specification of the RDF data model and
the XML serialization syntax as a recommendation in 1999. [41]. It was therefore already included in the earliest articles and papers describing the Semantic Web Vision.
7

Figure 2.2: A simple RDF graph

According to the W3C, the design goals for RDF were [7]:
1. having a simple data model
2. having formal semantics and provable inference
3. using an extensible URI-based vocabulary
4. using an XML-based syntax
5. supporting use of XML schema datatypes
6. allowing anyone to make statements about any resource
Since RDF is a W3C recommendation, many Semantic Web applications use it as basis.
RDF is built upon so-called triples. A triple consists of a subject, predicate and an object.
In the case of RDF, the subject names the resource described by the triple. The predicate names
what the description is about (the property) and the object holds its value. A triple is also often
called a statement. It is important that subject as well as predicate should be URIs that can be
uniquely identified. Using this structure, almost anything can be described.
Triples can be easily visualized as a directed graph, showing some similarities to entityrelationship models that are used to describe databases. The resulting graphs are called RDF
graphs. A resource is usually visualized as a circle, a value/literal as a rectangle and a predicate
is visualized as a directed arc.
The example in figure 2.2 shows a simple RDF triple that describes the creator of a document. More specific, it is stated that the creator (using the standardized predicate http://purl.org/dc/
elements/1.1/creator from the Dublin Core [18] metadata element set) of a certain document
(URI: http://example.org/document2) is called ”Christian”.
This statement can also be expressed in serialized XML notation:
8

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example.org/document2">
<dc:creator>Christian</dc:creator>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
When RDF was specified, XML was defined as the format to serialize it. However, other
options have emerged. One of them is the N3 notation, where our example would look as
follows:
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> .
<http://example.org/document2> dc:creator "Christian" .
N3 notation is in general just a more compact form to display an RDF graph and is also
easier to read and write while the XML notation is more compatible due to the well-known
XML format. Therefore the XML serialization is especially important for exchange between
applications.
Other common formats of serializing RDF that are not described in detail here are N-Triple,
JSON and Turtle.
There is another notation element in RDF that is not yet mentioned: The blank node. A
blank node is node without a URI that can be used for unnamed structured objects. Blank nodes
are also called anonymous resources. Despite not having a URI, such a node can still be the
subject of other triples. This is shown in figure 2.3, where a blank node is used to aggregate
metadata, again using predicates from the Dublin Core metadata element set.
When representing values such as integers, floating point numbers and dates, datatypes are
used by RDF. [7].
To summarize, a subject can either be a URI or a blank node, a predicate is always a URI
and the object can be a URI, a blank node or a string literal encoded in Unicode.

Advantages of RDF
Many websites are based on data that is stored in relational databases. In fact almost all Content
Management Systems (CMS) on the market use a conventional relational SQL database in the
9

Figure 2.3: A blank node is used to aggregate some metadata

background. It is of course possible to store the data from the examples above in a relational
database without using RDF. The advantage of RDF is not obvious for these scenarios at first.
Semantic Web applications may even use relational databases in the background to persistently
store RDF data internally. Anyway, using RDF offers several advantages over using a conventional database with a relational data schema.
By using the RDF data format, it is very easy to combine triples with statements from other
sources (based on the same data model). It is also easy to add data that was not considered when
the model was created. For example, adding the creation date to our document example can be
done without changing the data model. More importantly: it is possible to reference resources
that are stored anywhere else on the web by just using their URIs.
This also means that there is no limitation to use only data from a services own data sources.
Data from other sources can easily be integrated; in fact the whole web becomes a single connected data source. Connecting relational databases is a very complicated process that cannot
be applied to a global web of data.
Another advantage is that RDF is built upon basic web technologies and is therefore easy to
integrate into web applications. Web principles like URIs and links can be applied to data that
is published in RDF format.
10

As soon as a local or global data source is established, it is possible to use inferencing
and reasoning to generate new data. This is a very important advantage and a key element for
the Semantic Web. New data (that was previously unknown) can be generated out of several
connected data sources. Data does not have to be complete in the first place if missing elements
can be inferred from the incomplete datasets.
With these options in mind, the vacation search example mentioned in the introduction chapter of this thesis seems much more realistic.

Disadvantages of RDF
RDF has some shortcomings or disadvantages as well. In practical applications, using RDF often
means introducing a lot of redundancy. This limits processing speed of applications. Data stored
in relational databases can be retrieved much faster than data stored in RDF files (usually within
a so-called ”triplestore”). Scalability of these triplestores is much lower than that of modern data
warehousing systems or relational database management systems. This problem is because of
that the Internet users are very accustomed to high retrieval speeds when it comes to information
query. For real-time-applications or time critical systems that use a large dataset, a data format
like RDF is not really an option.
This becomes even more of a problem when global data sources are connected. It is almost impossible to infer new information out of several large interconnected RDF data sources
distributed over the web in any reasonable time. However, caching might be a solution for this
problem since search engines also cache a huge amount of data in a very specific and specialized
internal structure to retrieve results quickly.

Alternatives to RDF
RDF can be seen as relatively bulky and difficult to generate (for humans). As of today, several
alternatives to annotating data using RDF files exist. A very important development over the
last years was the introduction of microformats. Microformats can be used to directly annotate
information within HTML-code. The annotation is very simple and does not use a triple-based
structure. In many cases, the information is just embedded by using HTML ”class”-Attributes.
An example for contact information represented using the hCard (short for HTML vCard) microformat might look like this:
<ul class="vcard">
<li class="fn">Christian Weiss</li>
<li class="org">Vienna University of Technology</li>
11

<li class="tel">123-456-789</li>
</ul>
Here, the formatted name (fn), organization (org) and telephone number (tel) have been
identified using specific class names defined in the hCard format and the contact information is
wrapped up in the class=”vcard”. Search engines or other applications can now use this information to extract and interpret the metadata.
Another advantage against using RDF-files is that the information is not duplicated (HTML
and RDF files exist simultaneously) but just marked up within the original file. Regarding the
realization of the Semantic Web Vision, microformats could be considered as a strong alternative
because their simplicity can reduce the entry barrier to publish metadata on the web.
A combination of Microformats with RDF is possible by using RDFa [42]. RDFa enables
metadata markup that is compatible with Semantic Web principles within HTML pages. Passages and words used on a website can be associated with semantic markup. RDFa can be seen
as a connector between RDF and microformats.
RDFa and microformats are already used on the web. Search engine operator Google conducted
some research in 2010 where they used a random sample of 1 million websites to count occurrences of these formats. A total of 40,000 pages out of the sample used microformats, while
about 2,500 of them were applying RDFa to annotate information. [50]. A more recent analysis
from 2012 conducted by Yahoo [29] uses a much larger sample of more than 3 billion records.
They authors come to the conclusion that the adoption of markup on the web has improved and
that more than 30% of web pages contain some form of semantic markup. In comparison to
previous studies they show a significant growth of RDFa markup that has clearly outnumbered
microformats by the time the study was conducted. Out of the dataset used 795 million pages
contained RDFa markup while 272 million used microformats. However, it has to be noted that
the growth of RDFa pages is mainly attributed to facebook.com using RDFa as a basis for their
Open Graph Protocol [40] which accounts for 711 million pages.
Microformats and RDFa are (in most cases) open standards. However, companies also try to
establish proprietary formats for semantic annotation. E.g. the Google Merchant Center [28]
tries to establish specific formats and vocabulary for annotating product data in the E-Commerce
industry. Schema.org [44] is a more open approach that was created by search engine providers
like Microsoft (Bing), Google and Yahoo. The project hosts several metadata schemata and is
an attempt to define a shared vocabulary focused on popular concepts.
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2.4

Ontologies

The term ”ontology” is not only related to computer science but describes the ”philosophical
study of the nature of being, becoming, existence, or reality, as well as the basic categories of
being and their relations” [35]. The term dates back to ancient Greek philosophy.
In computer science, an ontology is a formal specification of vocabularies, hierarchies and relations between concepts. When it comes to the Semantic Web, ontologies are used to model
domain knowledge. This is a highly essential requirement for interconnected data sources and
reasoning. Ontologies are used as a schema for everything else, a Semantic Web Vision cannot
be realized without them.
In its simplest form, an ontology could just define a vocabulary or a hierarchy. This is called a
taxonomy. The following example shows such a taxonomy for places or venues within a city:
Place
Leisure
Sightseeing
Museum
Park
Sports venue
Stadium
Swimming pool
Educational Institution
School
University
Health Care
Hospital
Defibrillator
By using an ontology that defines this hierarchy it can already be reasoned, that a Swimming
pool is a Sports venue and School is not. If there is an RDF triple that states that a certain
individual (identified via a URI) is of type Swimming pool, it can be automatically deduced that
this is a Place (and, more specifically, also a Sports venue). When Swimming pool is seen as a
class, ”Sports venue” would be its superclass and ”Leisure” would be the superclass of ”Sports
venue”. In this example there is only one superclass per item. However there could be another
definition:
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Indoor Venue
School
Museum
Outdoor Venue
Swimming pool
Park
This definition assigns different superclasses to the already mentioned classes. This could
be done by adding a second ontology but can also be stated in the same ontology since every
class can have more than one superclass.
In addition to just defining a hierarchy, ontologies can also add properties to classes. For example, it would be possible to define attributes like name, color or calories to our Place classes.
There are several languages used to define ontologies.

RDF Schema
RDF Schema is a simple ontology language. It is standardized via a W3C recommendation [43].
RDF Schema uses RDF for notation and is comparable to what XML Schema is for XML.
A simple example that defines two classes and states that one is a subclass (the inverse of a
superclass) of the other one could look like this:
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Leisure"/>
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Swimming pool">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Leisure"/>
</rdfs:Class>
RDF offers the following vocabulary:
Resource All objects and items in RDF Schema are a resource. This is the superclass of all
other classes.
Class All classes that are defined with RDF schema are an instance of class.
Literal Literals can hold textual or numerical values.
Property RDF properties use this type. A property is assigned to a class and defines its features.
Individual Individuals are specific instances of classes.
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Important features of RDF and their meaning for reasoning purposes are:

Class defines a group of individuals that share characteristics. For example, the individuals
”Stadtpark” and ”Augarten” might both be of class ”Park”.
rdfs:subClassOf Classes can be organized in a hierarchy using rdfs:subClassOf.For example,
the classes ”Swimming pool” and ”Stadium” can both be subclasses of ”Sports venue”.
A reasoner can easily deduce that an instance of ”Stadium” is also an instance of ’Sports
venue”.
rdf:Property As already stated, properties get assigned to a class and define the features that
certain individuals (instances) of the class have. This is done by assigning a literal to
a class via a property (data property). Properties can also be used to state relationships
between individuals by assigning another individual or resource via a property (object
property).
rdfs:range By using rdfs:range, the individuals that any property may use as its value can be
limited. E.g. the property ”isLocationType” can be limited to use only classes of type
”Location type” as its domain. A reasoner can easily deduce that something is assigned
by using the object property ”isLocationType” is of class ”Location type”.
rdfs:domain By using rdfs:domain, it is possible to limit the individuals to which a certain
property can be applied. E.g. the property ”isLocationType” can be limited to use only
classes of type ”Place” as its domain. A reasoner can easily deduce that something that
has the property ”isLocationType” assigned is of class ”Place”.

In general, RDF Schema enables the creation of simple classifications and taxonomies. It
allows to define some vocabulary that is important to enable interconnected distributed data
sources. Even some simple inferencing is possible using RDF Schema ontologies. For example,
the Swimming pool inference example from before can be implemented by using just an RDF
Schema ontology.
However, RDF Schema is not sufficient to describe more complex features and relations. It
is not possible to express disjointness, e.g. to define that a Educational Institution cannot be an
School and a University at the same time. There are no cardinality constraints (e.g. it is not
possible to express that a cocktail must have at least two ingredients) or inverse properties.
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Figure 2.4: Editing an OWL ontology in Protege

Web Ontology Language (OWL)
The Web Ontology Language was introduced to overcome the restrictions of RDF Schema. Like
RDFS it was released as a W3C recommendation [36]. OWL is built upon RDF Schema and
introduces many extensions and features that enable the definition of complex ontologies.
OWL is very well supported by several tools and frameworks. The visual ontology editor
Protege (seen in figure 2.4) is a very popular tool that allows to create complex OWL ontologies
including inferencing.
OWL, like RDFS, is based on XML. OWL also uses the RDF syntax and is therefore easy
to read for everyone with RDF experience. According to [36], when seen in contrast to RDFS,
OWL adds vocabulary for describing properties and classes. Some examples are:
• relations between classes, e.g. disjointness
• cardinality
• equality
• richer typing of properties
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• characteristics of properties like symmetry
• enumerated classes
OWL is compatible with RDFS and even uses some of its features, most notably Class,
rdfs:subClassOf, rdf:Property, rdfs:range, rdfs:domain. These features are used in the same
context as described in the RDFS section of this chapter.

OWL syntax example
This section describes a very basic OWL Lite ontology in OWL syntax. The ontology is a
minimalistic subset from the Place example ontology described above. Namespace and prefix
definitions are omitted from this example.
The first part declares the four classes Place, Leisure, Educational Institution and Location type:
<Declaration>
<Class IRI="#Place"/>
</Declaration>
<Declaration>
<Class IRI="#Leisure"/>
</Declaration>
<Declaration>
<Class IRI="#Educational Institution"/>
</Declaration>
<Declaration>
<Class IRI="#Location type"/>
</Declaration>
By using subClassOf, the Classes Leisure and Educational Institution are defined as subclasses of Place:
<SubClassOf>
<Class IRI="#Leisure"/>
<Class IRI="#Place"/>
</SubClassOf>
<SubClassOf>
<Class IRI="#Educational Institution"/>
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<Class IRI="#Place"/>
</SubClassOf>
The property isLocationType is declared as an object property (a property linking two individuals):
<Declaration>
<ObjectProperty IRI="#isLocationType"/>
</Declaration>
The property isLocationType is restricted to the Domain ”Place” and the Range ”Location
type”. Any instance of type ”Place” (and of course of ”Leisure” and ”Educational Institution”
can now have a property defining its Location type by using any instance of type ”Location
type”:
<ObjectPropertyDomain>
<ObjectProperty IRI="#isLocationType"/>
<Class IRI="#Place"/>
</ObjectPropertyDomain>
<ObjectPropertyRange>
<ObjectProperty IRI="#isLocationType"/>
<Class IRI="#Location type"/>
</ObjectPropertyRange>

OWL Sublanguages
Since there are many different use cases for ontologies on the web and - more specifically different levels of expression, three sublanguages were defined. Those are OWL Lite, OWL DL
(where the DL stands for description logic) and OWL Full. Each of the sublanguages can be
seen as an extension of the former one. Therefore, every valid OWL Lite ontology is also a valid
OWL Full ontology, however not the other way round. This relation can be seen in a diagram in
figure 2.5.
The language overview listed at [36] features the following description of sublanguages:
OWL Lite supports those users primarily needing a classification hierarchy and
simple constraints. For example, while it supports cardinality constraints, it
only permits cardinality values of 0 or 1. It should be simpler to provide
tool support for OWL Lite than its more expressive relatives, and OWL Lite
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Figure 2.5: Relation between RDF, RDFS and OWL sublanguages

provides a quick migration path for thesauri and other taxonomies. OWL Lite
also has a lower formal complexity than OWL DL.
OWL DL supports those users who want the maximum expressiveness while retaining computational completeness (all conclusions are guaranteed to be computable) and decidability (all computations will finish in finite time). OWL DL
includes all OWL language constructs, but they can be used only under certain
restrictions (for example, while a class may be a subclass of many classes, a
class cannot be an instance of another class). OWL DL is so named due to its
correspondence with description logics, a field of research that has studied the
logics that form the formal foundation of OWL.
OWL Full is meant for users who want maximum expressiveness and the syntactic
freedom of RDF with no computational guarantees. For example, in OWL
Full a class can be treated simultaneously as a collection of individuals and
as an individual in its own right. OWL Full allows an ontology to augment
the meaning of the pre-defined (RDF or OWL) vocabulary. It is unlikely that
any reasoning software will be able to support complete reasoning for every
feature of OWL Full.

When designing an ontology, especially when reasoning support is needed, it is very important to choose the right sublanguage for the use case at hand.
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2.5

SPARQL

SPARQL (which is an acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) is a query language for RDF data. SPARQL, like RDF and OWL, is a W3C Recommendation [47], officially
introduced in 2008. Alternatives like RDQL or SeRQL, which are simple query languages for
Semantic Web data, were already available before SPARQL but feature more restrictions. By using SPARQL it is possible to query RDF datasets similar to querying a relational database using
SQL. Some elements of SPARQL seem related to such query languages for relational databases,
however there are some important differences.
SPARQL supports four different query forms.
SELECT Similar to SQL, this query type returns raw results. The result usually has a table
form (organized with variables as table header) but can also be delivered as XML or other
formats.
CONSTRUCT The CONSTRUCT query type returns an RDF graph constructed by substituting variables in a set of triple templates. Therefore the result is valid RDF.
ASK Provides a simple true/false boolean-type result for a certain query. It is checked whether
a pattern can be matched by the RDF data.
DESCRIBE This query type returns a valid RDF graph that describes resources. Therefore it
is not required to already know the structure of RDF data when formulating the query.
The most widely used query form is SELECT. Using SELECT, it is possible to formulate
simple informative queries.

SPARQL Syntax
Lets look at an example for a very simple query:
SELECT ?creatorname
WHERE
{
<http://example.org/document2>
<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator>
?creatorname .
}
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This query, if applied to the example from the RDF section of this chapter, returns the name
of the creator of a certain document. URIs are used to reference subject (the document) and
predicate (element ”creator” from the Dublin Code vocabulary). The object in this case is a
variable, indicated by the ”?” prefix. The principle of SPARQL queries is easily visible in this
example. The query defines RDF triples where some elements are replaced by variables. The
query processor then tries to retrieve all values that would complete the triple. For example, the
following query would list all documents and their creators (if the Dublin Code creator property
is used).
SELECT ?document ?creatorname
WHERE
{
?document
<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator>
?creatorname .
}
It is possible to define namespace prefixes to write less cluttered query expressions. For this
example the Dublin Core namespace could be defined by adding ”PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/
dc/elements/1.1/>” before the start of the select query. In this case the creator property can
be referenced as ”dc:creator”. Adding namespace prefixes increases the readability of more
complex queries. A further option is to define optional parts of a query. Resources that fulfill
all mandatory parts but not the optional parts will be added to the result set as well. A more
advanced query example could look like this:
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
SELECT ?document ?creatorname ?title
WHERE
{
?document
dc:creator
?creatorname .
OPTIONAL {
?document
dc:title
?title .
}
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Figure 2.6: How data can be served using a SPARQL endpoint.

FILTER (?creatorname = "Christian Weiss").
} ORDER BY ASC(?creatorname)
This example also shows other SPARQL concepts. A filter is applied to only allow results
in which a variable has a certain value. It is also possible to apply numeric comparisons, e.g. to
allow only results where a variable is higher or lower than a certain value. The ”ORDER BY”
clause defines a sorting variable and order. In this case, the results are ordered by the variable
”?creatorname” in ascending order.

Using SPARQL
There is a number of Semantic Web frameworks that support querying with SPARQL. RDF data
is usually maintained within triplestores where queries can be evaluated against a very large set
of triples. However, data on the Semantic Web is supposed to be openly available. Therefore,
many data sources are available via so-called SPARQL endpoints. A SPARQL endpoint enables users or machines to query a dataset remotely, similar to accessing a relational database
over a remote connection. A SPARQL endpoint is a web service that can be accessed via a
URL. For example, the already mentioned DBpedia has a public SPARQL endpoint available
at ”http://dbpedia.org/sparql”. An easy way to send queries to such an endpoint is by using a
framework or library like Apache Jena [20]. SPARQL can also be accessed by a web server to
serve RDF or HTML data to browsers (e.g. resolving of URIs). In this case a layer translates
incoming requests to SPARQL queries and returns the result (usually a describe query about the
URI requested). The principle is shown in figure 2.6.
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CHAPTER

State of the Art in Linked Open Data
3.1

Linked Open Data: Idea and Principles

The idea of Linked Open Data (LOD) emerged in 2007, when the Linking Open Data project
[39] was started. Linked Open Data stands for data published on the web in an open, machinereadable format that is interlinked with other data sources. Existence of LOD is a very important
requirement for the realization of a global Semantic Web vision.
In 2008, a paper was released by Christian Bizer et al. that states [5]:
The web is increasingly understood as a global information space consisting not
just of linked documents, but also of Linked Data. More than just a vision, the
resulting web of data has been brought into being by the maturing of the Semantic
Web technology stack, and by the publication of an increasing number of datasets
according to the principles of Linked Data.
This paper describes how linked data can be created using the RDF standard: ”The glue that
holds together the traditional document Web is the hypertext links between HTML pages. The
glue of the data web is RDF links.” [5].
A definition of linked data is published in [4]:
The term Linked Data refers to a set of best practices for publishing and connecting
structured data on the web. These best practices have been adopted by an increasing
number of data providers over the last three years, leading to the creation of a global
data space containing billions of assertions - the web of data.
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3

Figure 3.1: Expansion of the LOD cloud between 2008 and late 2011 (Source: [10])

3.2

The Linked Open Data cloud

There was a massive growth of data published as LOD during the last years. This development
is visible in the LOD cloud [10], a diagram of linked data on the web. It has grown from a
small set of data sources into a highly interlinked and very extensive graph. The development is
depicted in figure 3.1. The growth of linked data is also visible in a statistic report from the Data
Hub [49], a data management platform that enables content providers to register their datasets.
These datasets can then be searched and discovered using the Data Hub website. Figure 3.2
shows the increasing number of LOD datasets registered on the portal.
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Figure 3.2: Growth of LOD datasets on the Data Hub (Source: [49])

3.3

Linked Open Data Technologies

Linked Open Data is usually based on the Semantic Web technologies that were described in
chapter 2. There is no perfect definition whether a published dataset qualifies as Linked Open
Data or not, instead several rules and guidelines exist that state requirements for linked data on
the web exist. In many cases, linked data on the web is published in several formats in parallel
(e.g. DBpedia [12]).
Tim Davies created a stack of LOD technologies [48] that is similar to the Semantic Web
layer cake described in chapter 2. It is depicted in figure 3.3.
This LOD stack is a good starting point for understanding how LOD should be set up since it
shows the technologies that are required and their relation. The World Wide Web (HTTP) serves
as a basis for serving LOD documents. Since HTTP is used, URLs (URIs) define locations
and resources. RDF is used to exchange data and ontologies are utilized to describe schemata.
Contrary to the Semantic Web layer cake released earlier, XML is not a requirement and it
is explicitly mentioned that there are other ways to serialize RDF data. Several vocabularies
already exist on the web (often in form of an ontology) that should be re-used when creating
Linked Open Data. The diagram also addresses the issue of storing data, where flat RDF files
are mentioned alongside triplestores. However, querying data via SPARQL usually requires the
existence of a triplestore featuring a SPARQL endpoint.
Since the LOD stack is only about data, the layers about logic, proof and trust are absent. A
”License” layer is introduced instead that highlights the importance of attaching an open license
to LOD. Finally an application layer exists that introduces usage scenarios.
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Figure 3.3: A stack of LOD technologies (Source: [48])

3.4

Linked Open Data Scenarios

Mashups
Mashups combine several data sources to create a consolidated dataset. The resulting combined
data is more useful than the isolated data sources on their own. An example for a mashup would
be an online map that is combined with a picture database. If geographic positions of pictures
are known they can be displayed on the map. When the Web 2.0 emerged and many portals
featuring user-generated data were created, mashups became increasingly important. Of course
data quality is especially important for creating mashups since datasets have to be matched with
high precision to create useful data.
LOD is especially important for mashups because unlike mashups that are designed using
fixed datasets, LOD-enabled mashups operate using linked, open and dynamic datasets. These
mashups than deliver more accurate and up-to-date answers and solutions to queries. Availability
of LOD also enables easier and faster creation of mashups since data can be accessed in a unified
way while static mashups often have to handle a variety of data formats.
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Figure 3.4: A Google search featuring some semantics from linked data

Search
Traditional search engines on the web look for the occurrence of search terms within websites or
in links between websites. They do not semantically understand what the user is looking for and
just do string comparison. A Semantic Web enabled search engine that is able to semantically
process user questions would in theory deliver results with much higher precision. However,
aside from availability of Linked Open Data the realization of such search engines also needs
working concepts and solutions for the proof and trust layers of the Semantic Web. Anyway, as
of today search engines already use linked data to some extent. Figure 3.4 shows a Google search
featuring semantics. The search for ”Jaguar” not only returns a box describing the company
Jaguar but another box that allows users to state whether they are looking for the animal Jaguar,
the car company Jaguar or a football team with the same name. There are several ways Google
is already using linked data to improve search results [50].

3.5

Linked Open Data: Design Guidelines

Several guidelines exist for the creation of Linked Open Data. Published back in 2006, a short
article by Tim Berners-Lee [19] describes the basic requirements. To begin with, this article
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states four simple rules which are:
1. Use URIs as names for things
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names
3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards (RDF, SPARQL)
4. Include links to other URIs. so that they can discover more things.
Basically, following the Semantic Web principles outlined in chapter 2 and using the technologies associated with it already guarantees to generate valuable open data. Anyway, links to
other data sources need to be introduced to generate Linked Open Data.

LOD Star scheme
The article [19] concludes with introducing a star scheme for rating the quality of data on the
web that reads:
1 Star Available on the web (whatever format) but with an open license, to be Open
Data
2 Stars Available as machine-readable structured data (e.g. excel instead of image
scan of a table)
3 Stars as (2) plus non-proprietary format (e.g. CSV instead of excel)
4 Stars All the above plus, Use open standards from W3C (RDF and SPARQL) to
identify things, so that people can point at your stuff
5 Stars All the above, plus: Link your data to other people’s data to provide context

URI Design Issues
Using URIs is a very basic requirement for creating Linked Open Data. Anyway, it is also
important to use meaningful URIs. The W3C Linked Open Data Cookbook [8] introduces more
requirements and guidelines for creating such URIs. The document also states that URIs should
be in HTTP format but also urges to use clean and stable URIs and encourages developers to
create URIs only for domains they control.
In addition, developers are encouraged to use natural keys like ”building357” instead of keys
like ”b2357”. It is not recommended to include version numbers or technology names within
URIs. The reason is that technologies might change but the identifiers should stay the same. It
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is also difficult to link to resources that are versioned because then the resource referenced will
soon be outdated. URIs that don’t include such identifiers are called ”neutral URIs”. The same
problem occurs for using dates within URIs, something that is also discouraged in the W3C
document. Only in some cases using dates in URIs actually makes sense. An example are W3C
recommendations. URIs of these documents include the date of publication. The Linked Open
Data cookbook explains these cases:
The W3C is a well known exception to this thumb rule. They use a convention
for URIs related to the dates that working groups are established or documents
are standardized. For example, the W3C RDF Recommendation was published
10 February 2004, so the convention they use is to path with the date as follows
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-concepts-20040210/. This approach is acceptable however, it should be used with careful consideration on how things may
change over time.

3.6

Linked Open Data: Existing Vocabulary

When creating properties for RDF data it is recommended to use vocabulary that is already
defined and used in other data sources. This makes it much easier for machines (i.e. reasoning
engines) to interpret the structure of the published data. Vocabulary for many use cases is already
defined in publicly available ontologies and widely used over several important Linked Open
Data sources. It is very easy to re-use vocabulary by just defining a prefix, listing the namespace
and using the elements defined there. The following list describes options for vocabulary that
can be used when creating LOD.
RDFS and OWL The default vocabulary of RDFS [43] and OWL [36] already contains elements that are well-known and useful when creating linked data. The element rdfs:label is
often used to label resources. This label can later be used when displaying data to users.
Another important element is owl:sameAs. This element can be used to define similarity
between resources.
vCard The vCard format was designed for defining electronic business cards. It is widely
supported by E-Mail clients and often used to transmit contact data between people or
organizations. Since this format is very popular, an RDF encoding [53] exists that can be
used when creating LOD. This RDF implementation defines properties such as ”postalcode”, ”street-address” or ”email” that can be used to describe addresses or contact data.
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Figure 3.5: An illustration of properties defined by the Dublin Core vocabulary (Source: [18])

FOAF The Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF) vocabulary defines terms to describe people, their activities and their relations to other people. When the Semantic Web started to emerge a lot of
ontologies were created but not many were widely used. The FOAF ontology then became
one of the first widely used ontologies [14]. FOAF defines an RDF/XML vocabulary to
define personal information like name, homepage, mailbox and relations to friends and
other properties. The property foaf:name is sometimes used as an alternative to rdfs:label
for labeling resources.
Dublin Core Dublin Core is a metadata initiative [18] that provides properties that are suitable
for describing documents. Attributes like title, creator, date, subject or publisher are available. Dublin Core has become a very popular vocabulary. Figure 3.5 shows the properties
that are available.
WGS84 The WGS84 ontology defines terms for lat(itude), long(itude) and other information
about spatially-located things, using WGS84 as a reference datum. [8]
BIBO The Bibliographic Ontology (BIBO) provides main concepts and properties for describing citations and bibliographic references (i.e. quotes, books, articles, etc). [8]
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3.7

The DBpedia Example

DBpedia [12] is one of the most popular Linked Open Data sources. It can be seen as a bestpractice example and therefore will be described in detail.
DBpedia is a community project that tries to build a large LOD database by extracting structured information from Wikipedia, a community-authored free online encyclopedia. The idea
is similar to this thesis project - taking data that is somehow structured but does not use LOD
vocabulary and transform it to a dataset that follows Linked Open Data guidelines by re-using
vocabulary and publishing in Semantic Web formats. According to [2], Wikipedia is available
in over 250 languages, with the English edition alone accounting for more than 1.95 million
articles as of 2007. The DBpedia project now describes 3.77 million things, out of which 2.35
million are classified in a consistent ontology [12]. The full dataset consist of 1.89 billions of
RDF triples and localized versions are available in more than 100 languages.

Targets of DBpedia
In an article [6] the initiators of the project define the following contributions as targets of DBpedia:
• We develop an information extraction framework that converts Wikipedia content into a rich multi-domain knowledge base. By accessing the Wikipedia
live article update feed, the DBpedia knowledge base timely reflects the actual state of Wikipedia. A mapping from Wikipedia infobox templates to an
ontology increases the data quality.
• We define a Web-dereferenceable identifier for each DBpedia entity. This
helps to overcome the problem of missing entity identifiers that has hindered
the development of the web of data so far and lays the foundation for interlinking data sources on the Web.
• We publish RDF links pointing from DBpedia into other Web data sources and
support data publishers in setting links from their data sources to DBpedia.
This has resulted in the emergence of a web of data around DBpedia.
The DBpedia project sees itself as a ”Nucleus for the Web of Data” [2]. It’s main advantage is
the possibility to get results for highly sophisticated queries via SPARQL. DBpedia also includes
a lot of classification data and therefore can be utilized to provide vocabulary and taxonomy for
other linked datasets.
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Figure 3.6: The architecture of DBpedia (Source: [6])

Conversion from Wikipedia to DBpedia
An introduction into how the DBpedia database is built can be found at [6]. This architecture is
depicted in figure 3.6. The system uses Wikipedia SQL dumps that are published every month to
gather data. The data is extracted mainly from categorizations and infoboxes that many articles
feature. Infoboxes list the most important facts from an article. DBpedia uses attribute-value
pairs from that infoboxes that can much more easily get extracted than continuous text. However,
infoboxes often don’t follow a common schema. At best, there are many schemata around and
different communities use different schemata to describe the same kind of entity. DBpedia
handles this by following 2 distinct approaches in parallel:
First, a generic approach is followed where all attributes that appear in an infobox are automatically transferred into statements where the property is auto-generated following the schema
”http://dbpedia.org/property/” + name of the attribute. Some post-processing is applied to values. This generic approach guarantees complete coverage of data stored in infoboxes, however
the data might not be suitable for queries covering a large set of data because of varying schemata
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(and therefore properties) used.
To solve the problem of different schemata used in infoboxes a mapping-based approach is
followed as well. The most commonly used infobox attributes were added to an ontology and
manually arranged. When data is converted using this approach even various units of measurement are normalized to create a high-quality dataset for complex queries to work with.

Conversion from Wikipedia to DBpedia: Content
According to [6] the following content is utilized for the conversion into Linked Open Data:
Labels Wikipedia articles always feature a title that is directly converted into an rdfs:label data
property.
Categories Wikipedia articles are arranged in categories based on the SKOS vocabulary. SKOS
specifications are W3C recommendations [51]. SKOS also provides the properties skos:concepts
and skos:broader that are used by DBpedia.
Abstracts The first paragraph of an article is used as an abstract. It is directly converted info
an rdfs:comment data property. A longer abstract is converted into a dbpedia:abstract
property.
Interlanguage links Links that connect articles about the same topic in different language editions of Wikipedia are used to create labels in different languages.
Images Links pointing to images (hosted on Wikimedia Commons) are converted into foaf:depiction
properties.
Redirects Wikipedia articles can redirect to other articles. References between DBpedia resources are created from this links.
Disambiguation Disambiguation links are converted into a dbpedia:disambiguates property.
External links DBpedia introduced a property dbpedia:reference for references to external web
resources.
Pagelinks DBpedia introduced the property dbpedia:wikilink for internal references.
Homepages The foaf:homepage property from the Friend-of-a-Friend vocabulary is used to
store links to homepages of organizations or entities.
Geo-coordinates Geo coordinates are also extracted and represented using the WGS84 vocabulary (lat and long properties).
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Some of these approaches can be seen as best-practice patterns that can be used as an example for the conversion of the Vienna OGD datasets.

Accessing DBpedia data via SPARQL
There are various ways to access the DBpedia dataset. A SPARQL endpoint is available that
can be remotely accessed at http://dbpedia.org/sparql. The endpoint supports some extensions
to SPARQL like an option for full text search over selected properties. DBpedia allows to get
answers to more complex questions. For example the following query lists actors that were
starring in a movie directed by Christopher Nolan and how often they did so according to the
current DBpedia dataset:
PREFIX : <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
SELECT ?actor (count( ?actor) as ?countm)
WHERE {
?movie a dbpedia-owl:Film ;
dbpedia-owl:starring ?actor;
dbpedia-owl:abstract ?abstract;
dbpedia-owl:director ?director.
FILTER(LANGMATCHES(LANG(?abstract), "en")).
FILTER (?director = :Christopher_Nolan).
}
ORDER BY DESC (?countm)
The DBpedia SPARQL endpoint will be used later to enrich the dataset resulting from the
converted Vienna OGD.

Other options to access DBpedia data
It is also possible to browse the DBpedia data using a web browser (see figure 3.7). Data can be
returned in various formats, including HTML, CSV and of course RDF in N-Triples, N3/Turtle,
JSON or XML representation. DBpedia uses content negotiation to automatically return the
correct format (e.g. HTML for web browsers, RDF for Semantic Web agents).
Another option is to acquire an RDF dump from DBpedia. The RDF dump contains even
more data than that available through the SPARQL endpoint since infobox properties from further language editions are included. If this kind of localized information is important for an
application, using the RDF dump is the only option to work with the data.
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Figure 3.7: A DBpedia resource displayed in a web browser

DBpedia: Impact and Outlook
DBpedia has become one of the central hubs for the web of data. The LOD cloud diagram and
the underlying source data [10] clearly show that DBpedia is the dataset that has the highest
number of links (mostly incoming). The data that is included in the DBpedia database consists
of many items that are of interest for other datasets and can be used to describe real-world entities. In addition, DBpedia is highly relevant for classification of things in the web of data.
According to [6] there will be a more seamless integration of DBpedia into Wikipedia. A MediaWiki extension will allow Wikipedia editors to augment their articles with data from DBpedia
while also introducing consistency checking to improve on the problem of concurrent schemata.

3.8

Linked Open Government Data

Linked Open Data was at first mostly provided from non-government initiatives (although public
funding was involved in some cases). In the past, government data was often kept secret - or at
least not accessible to the public. During the last years there was a paradigm shift in this area
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and more and more government agencies started publishing data online as a public service. The
city government of Vienna is one of these agencies. However, in this case (and in many other
cases) the published data was not designed to conform to LOD requirements. Some governments
like the UK have, however, already started to release data in the form of Linked Open Data. It
can be seen from the LOD cloud that a relatively large part of LOD released on the web is
actually governmental data. However, these data sets are not as interlinked as other datasets like
publications or life sciences. A reason for this might be that governments only recently started
to release OGD and there not much uniformity was established yet.

3.9

Advantages of Open Government Data

A study released in 2010 by Lucke and Geiger lists and discusses a variety of reasons why
publishing government data online provides benefit and value to government agencies [54]:
1. Governments are becoming more open
The introduction of open data published by governments follows public demand for higher
transparency, increased accessibility and focus on citizens. An informed society becomes
a stronger society that allows citizens to make informed judgments and participate in
public decisions. Availability of open data from governments would therefore strengthen
democracy. Discrimination of certain groups is avoided when data is available to everyone
and everyone is able to use this data. Open data is also very useful in means of supervision (of government agencies). In the end, the gathering and creation of public data was
financed by taxes and therefore by the citizens themselves.

2. Transparency
Of course, availability of Open Government Data increases transparency of governments.
It makes decisions comprehensible and may increase public acceptance. Releasing data
publicly also demonstrates self-assurance and willingness to handle criticism. Benchmarking is much easier if more data is available.

3. Participation and Collaboration
Open Government Data increases potential for collaboration of societies. Participation
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of citizen is immediately increased, open data enables dialog potential between government and citizens. Higher integration of society into the public sector is another result
of successful open government initiatives. The study even suggests to reduce consultancy
costs by using OGD for crowdsourcing (outsourcing of tasks to communities) of activities.

4. Better Governance
Open data can lead to better governance. Information can be spread much easier and
quicker, feedback can be collected and public discussions can be enabled. Solutions for
emerging problems can be found and suggested by participating citizens. Political work
can become more efficient. Applications, mashups or services don’t have to be developed
by the government because people will do this work and might even release their developments and findings on an open source basis.

5. Open Innovation
Open Government Data provides high potential for innovation. Citizens don’t have to
ask for the realization of demands, they can just do it themselves and provide their results
to others. Unused data could be analyzed and enhanced.

6. Promotion of economic development
Since companies and industries can use Open Government Data just as everyone else,
they can use it to increase their competitiveness and economic output. New products and
jobs can be created, new business models can be designed. This also can increase attractiveness as a business location and - last but not least - quality of living for citizens.

3.10

Existing guidelines for Linked Open Government Data

In 2007, 30 Open Government advocates gathered in Sebastopol, California, USA to develop
a list of 8 OGD principles [30]. In 2010, the Sunlight Foundation expanded these list to 10
principles [38].
These 10 principles are:
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Completeness When publishing open data, nothing should be omitted, all public data should
be made available.
Primacy Data should be published as it is collected or stored. It should not be published in
aggregated form.
Timeliness To keep the value of the data published, it should be released as early as possible.
Information collected should be released as quickly as it is gathered, with priority assigned
to data that is time sensitive.
Ease of physical and electronic access Datasets released by the government should be as accessible as possible. No proprietary formats should be used and required user interaction
(e.g. filling out forms) should be kept at a minimum. Supplying an API for bulk access is
recommended.
Machine readability It is recommended to use formats that can be read by machines. Semantic
Web formats are not explicitly mentioned here but since they are designed to be highly
machine readable they certainly apply.
Non-discrimination Everyone should be able to access the published data, without requiring
registration or identification.
Use of commonly owned standards Data should not be published in formats that require users
to buy software to read it. Usage of commonly owned standards increases the number of
potential users.
Licensing Maximum openness should be pursued when releasing Open Government Data.
Strict licensing terms limit the options of users or developers.
Permanence Information that was published should remain online (this principle was added by
the Sunlight Foundation).
Usage Costs There shouldn’t be costs for accessing data as this again limits access (principle
added by the Sunlight Foundation).

3.11

Examples for Government Data available as LOD

The already discussed LOD cloud also contains data from government agencies. A color-coded
version of the diagram is available in which linked government data is easily visible. This data
is depicted in figure 3.8 in turquoise color. For example, data from Eurostat, the space agency
NASA from the USA and the British government are released as Linked Open Data.
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Figure 3.8: Open Government Data within the Linked Open Data cloud (Source: [10])

United States - data.gov
Data.gov is a website that provides government data from the United States of America to the
general public. The data released is very comprehensive but is not yet released in a format that
conforms to Linked Open Data principles. However, the ”Tetherless World Constellation” at the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has created the ”Data-gov Wiki” (actually it is not really a wiki
but a website) as an extension that integrates the datasets published at data.gov into the Linked
Open Data cloud [13]. They have produced 6.46 billion triples as of early 2013 [57], covering
topics like:
• Government spending
• Environmental records
• Statistics on the cost and usage of public services
• Health-related data
The resulting cloud of data is depicted in figure 3.9. The data is available as data files or via
SPARQL endpoints. In a scientific article they describe their approach as follows [13]:
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Figure 3.9: LOD-converted Open Government Data from data.gov (Source: [57])

This [conversion] process is fairly straightforward and highly extensible. First, the
raw government data is cleaned-up and preserved through RDF-based representation. Second, these converted datasets use dereferenceable URIs, so that both the
datasets and their ontologies can be extended by third party users.
[The enhancement process] focuses on extracting the semantics of literal values in
government data into meaningful URIs and linking datasets by declaratively associating URIs mentioned in different datasets. Both automated and manual steps are
involved in adding, deriving, linking and integrating government data.

United Kingdom - data.gov.uk
The United Kingdom has already released a variety of Open Government Data. In addition they
have also adopted to the standards of Linked Open Data. Contrary to the US portal data.gov
they implement and release the LOD implementation by themselves. They have created their
own Linked Open Data website where they state: [11].
Across government over the last ten years there has been a growing realisation to
the power of linked data for exposing, sharing, and connecting pieces of data and
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information using uniform resource identifiers (URIs).
Since other governments are lacking when it comes to LOD the UK OGD accounts for a
substantial share of the government section in the LOD cloud diagram.
Legislation.gov.uk is a good example of how the UK releases Linked Open Data. Legislation.gov.uk is an official government website of the United Kingdom. The website offers access
to all published legislation in the UK. The legislation texts can be accessed and shared by users.
Everything on the portal is available as open data under the terms of an open license (they
are using Open Government License [25]) [46]. Data is published with annotations using the
RDFa microformat and is also available in RDF. While creating the portal, the UK government
followed LOD guidelines like re-using vocabulary where possible and using persistent URIs.
W3C standards were used for releasing data. The UK government is using linked data as an
underlying technology, the data is also available via an API to developers who want to have
programmatic access to data.

Open standards on data.gov.uk
The Government of the United Kingdom officially committed itself to use and re-use open standards and definitions in 2010 [33]. An article published in the same year [46] sees obvious
advantages in using linked data instead of conventional databases:
The most important benefit for publishers of government data is how linked data
standards enable departments and agencies to publish their data responsibly. This
is because each fact or data point is associated with a URI and that URI can be
resolved. The publisher determines what information is returned when a request
is made and can serve whatever additional context or provenance information they
deem necessary. For example, if the 2002 figures can’t be compared with those
in subsequent years, the publisher can say so, for every data point. The data can
be copied, adapted and re-used, but the publisher always controls what is returned
when each URI is dereferenced. This is an important benefit over interchange formats such as CSV or XML where data can be changed or context lost as it is passed
from hand to hand or system to system.
The authors come to the conclusion that following strict standards is an advantage when
gathering and generation OGD. Other advantages mentioned aim toward flexibility. Linked data
can be used and published in a very modular or atomic way. It can evolve and not all details
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Figure 3.10: Data.gov.uk features data in RDFa format as well as rating of how well a dataset
complies to LOD guidelines

have to be planned in advance. Also, portability of linked data is mentioned. By deciding to
use linked data as a foundation for their service, the UK administration is not locked in on any
proprietary platforms or technologies.
Figure 3.10 shows how data is published by the UK portal on the example of an election
result. A publicly available vocabulary (Open Election Data RDF) is used. A license is stated
and the data is available in RDFa format. The website even features an ”Openness score” where
they use the star schema developed by Tim Berners-Lee and described earlier in this chapter to
rate data between 1 and 5 stars. The dataset shown in the figure qualifies as 5-star data. The
website also defines a persistent URI (not shown in the screenshot) and allows to download data
in other formats or via an API for developers.
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Figure 3.11: The principle for URI design at data.gov.uk (Source: [52])

3.12

Implementation of data.gov.uk

URI design was very carefully planned for data.gov.uk. As shown in figure 3.11 there are 4
kinds of resources that are considered when it comes to real-world-things: URIs for the realworld things themselves, URIs for the documents about those real-world things, URIs for sets of
real-world things of the same type, and URIs for documents about those sets [52]. The schemata
for building the corresponding URIs are:
Real-world things (e.g. a school):
http://{sector}.data.gov.uk/id/{concept}[/{identifier}]
Documents about those things (there is a 303 HTTP forward from a thing to the corresponding document):
http://{sector}.data.gov.uk/doc/{concept}[/{identifier}]
Vocabularies, classes, properties, concept schemes and concepts:
http://{sector}.data.gov.uk/def/{scheme}[/{concept}]
Datasets and the graphs they contain:
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http://{sector}.data.gov.uk/data/{dataset}[/{part}] for
A problem that occurred when creating the schemata and datasets was versioning [46]. If
a name of a thing occurs in several databases that have different update intervals inconsistency
might result from a name change between such intervals. Named graphs were adopted to solve
this problem. The name of a thing will only be stored once.
The UK government has also supported the creation of middleware to provide data views based
on SPARQL data. This includes XML and JSON views as well as API creation. As a result all
UK government linked data is also available through RESTful APIs.

3.13

Open Government Data in Vienna

The focus of this thesis is Open Government Data in Vienna. This data is available from a
web platform [31]. Figure 3.12 shows a screenshot of this web portal. The city government of
Vienna started publishing open data in mid-2011. They already operated an extensive online city
map service at this time, including many ”Points Of Interest” (POI). A POI can be any place or
location, like (for example) a school, a museum or a park. Therefore, a first release of open data
could be realized within months. The OGD website [32] states that there are 127 information
layers available for their city map.
Most datasets are available in various formats. The primary format is CSV and RSS/XML,
however there are other formats available such as WMS, WFS or JSON. The OGD website also
states that a Linked Open Data release is currently under evaluation. This was confirmed with
the Vienna OGD team, however, as of early 2013, there was no schedule for a release. Of course,
it is likely that a complete and maintained release will follow at some point and that the City
Government of Vienna or its contractors will face similar challenges to the ones that are dealt
with in the next chapter of this thesis.
The City Government of Vienna seems to handle the issue of open data in a very professional
way. There are regular extensions and changes to the dataset. Every few months a new release
cycle is initiated, usually containing new datasets and optimizations to the schemata of existing
ones. There is a change log available online that lists all changes back to the very first release.
The city government of Vienna also takes a lot of effort to integrate the community of users and
developers into the project. A meeting with this community is organized every three months
where new developments are presented and discussed. Everyone interested can participate in
that meetings and video recordings are put online afterwards. In addition to that, the OGD team
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Figure 3.12: The Vienna Open Goverment Data web portal in May 2013

operates a public forum on their website and they use a twitter channel to communicate.
These community efforts seem to be successful since there are more than 80 applications available as of May 2013. These applications are prominently listed on the Vienna OGD website. Most of them are visualizations or Apps for mobile operating systems like Apples iOS
or Googles Android platform. Many applications are freely available, however some of them
need to be purchased. It is notable that most applications use only a very small subset of the data
available. At least 2 of these applications are based on Semantic Web technologies. However,
these applications are prototypical implementations as there is no extensive Linked Open Data
implementation yet.
Vienna OGD also integrates data from other sources. Data providers can submit data that will
be added to the portal if certain criteria are met. However this integration is not done for free.
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Available data at Vienna OGD
All open data from the Vienna OGD platform is released under the ”Creative Commons Attribution 3.0” license, the least restrictive Creative Commons license available. According to
the license terms [9], users are free to share and adapt the open data in a commercial or noncommercial way. The only requirement is that users attribute the work and refer to the city
government of Vienna as data source.
Since German is the official language in Austria all the data available at Vienna OGD is only
available in German language. This applies to the website as well as the datasets made available. No data is released in English language and no translations are provided. Translation of
the data into other language will not be part of this thesis. Since there are many specific words
and geographic names, an automated translation of such data doesn’t seem to be an option when
data quality is taken into account.
The open data at the Vienna OGD platform can roughly be divided into two distinct types.
The first type is statistical and numerical data. Examples are:
• Extensive demographic data
• Budget data
• Data about the employment market
• Tax statistics
• Names that are given to newborn children
• Automobile registrations
The second type are Points of Interest divided into several layers. Examples are:
• Schools
• Hospitals
• Parks
• Playgrounds
• Sights
• Museums
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Figure 3.13: CSV data from the Vienna OGD portal

Available formats and data at Vienna OGD
Statistical and numerical data is available in CSV (Comma Separated Values) format only.
POI datasets are available in a variety of formats. Available formats are:
GML Geography Markup Language - an XML vocabulary defined by the Open Geospatial
Consortium to express geographical places
JSON JavaScript Object Notation - a text-based standard to describe data in a ways that it stays
readable for humans (in contrast to RDF, which is hard to read for humans)
KML Keyhole Markup Language - an XML-based notation for geographic places, widely used
in map applications like Google Earth
GeoRSS GeoRSS is a standard for integrating geographical places into RSS feeds
CSV Comma Separated Values - a very efficient data format based on a spreadsheet layout,
with data divided into lines and columns
ESRI Shapefile A data format used to describe geographical places, widely used in geographic
information system (GIS) software
These data formats are clearly targeted toward geographic data. The only data format available for all datasets of both types is CSV. An excerpt of a CSV dataset is depicted in figure 3.13
(museums in Vienna).
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Vienna OGD - Evaluation

Figure 3.14: How OGD is seen in Austria (Source: [17])

In general, the Vienna OGD initiative offers an extensive list of datasets. The data is updated
on a regular basis and grows quickly. Efforts to communicate the availability and advantages
of open data were successful so far. The high (and growing) number of applications that were
already created by the community are an indicator for that.
Regarding data and formats, it is noticeable that many datasets are offered in a wide variety
of formats. They all are views on the same source data however. Where the Vienna OGD initiative is currently lacking is uniformity of data and the missing adoption of LOD standards. Both
issues are connected. It is observable from the data.gov.uk project that using LOD standards
increases uniformity and therefore usefulness of the data.
This thesis will create a Linked Open Data implementation by converting the available data. This
is a comparable approach to what was done by the data-gov Wiki in the USA. The more sustainable approach of course would be to use linked data standards and guidelines right from the
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start. This however would take a much higher effort and would basically be a re-implementation
of the Vienna OGD initiative.
A study published in 2011 evaluates Open Government Data in Austria [17]. The authors
conducted workshops with participants from politics, industry, administration and civil society. Some results are depicted in figure 3.14. It is visible that transparency and evaluation of
political output are seen as more important opportunities than economic advantages.

Vienna OGD - Evaluation of data quality
Before the Linked Open Data implementation was started, an extensive evaluation of the data
quality was conducted. During this evaluation, several issues emerged. In general the data
quality is high when only isolated datasets are taken into account. This is because diversity and
availability of datasets are high and data is available in a variety of formats.
When it comes to interoperability, semantics or compatibility of the data, the uniformity is
much lower.
For several datasets that contain geographical places (POIs), the attribute assignments were
evaluated. Figure 3.15 shows the resulting matrix. Only two attributes are available in every
dataset. These two attributes are the ID of a place and its geographic location (geodata in form
of latitude/longitude). District number, address and weblink occur often, but not in all datasets.
All other attributes are only used in some isolated datasets.

When it comes to attributes used in the datasets, it is notable that different attributes are
semantically at least similar. For example, several attributes like ”name” or ”bezeichnung” are
used to label objects. There are also several attributes that are used to describe the type or
category of an object, e.g. ”typ”, ”kategorie”, ”kategorie_txt” or ”mk_txt”. A reason for this diversity might be that the data is taken from different sources or even different agencies or offices
where different attributes and labels are used. There are even some datasets where no label at all
is used and only ID and geographic position are included in the dataset. There is also a variety
of datasets with several attributes that just hold some further descriptions and information about
an object.
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Figure 3.15: Attributes assigned to Vienna OGD datasets

Another issue is the address data. Many objects contain contact and address data in some
form. However, there is no homogeneous way of storing this kind of data. For some objects,
address data is stored in a normalized form, where the data is distributed among several attributes
containing for example the post code or the street address:
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PLZ: 1120
ORT: "Wien"
STRASSE: "Vor Meidlinger Hauptstrasse 3"
STANDORT: "In Gruenflaeche zwischen zwei Baeumen"
However, in some cases the post code is not available, instead the district number (that could
be used to generate the post code) is stored along with the street address:
BEZIRK: 2
ADRESSE: "Ernst-Melchior-Gasse 9"
And in some cases this information is condensed into a single attribute:
ADRESSE: "10., Ettenreichgasse 45B"
A direct conversion of this data would be problematic because available vocabulary for storing address data demands for higher data quality.
In addition, the datasets are not interlinked, although they could be to some extent. There are
no stable connections between individual datasets. An example where these connections would
make sense are playgrounds. In Vienna, many playgrounds are located within a park. The playground dataset contains an attribute ”standort” that lists the label of parks, but there is no stable
link using e.g. the IDs.
Finally, there are no links or references to other open data sources at all. Of course, since
the Vienna OGD is not designed to be Linked Open Data, this was to be expected.

3.14

Research question

The question that will be addressed in the next chapter is: How can a set of heterogeneous Open
Government Data be integrated into the cloud of Linked Open Data on the web while maintaining LOD requirements and re-using vocabulary without redesigning the source dataset?
To summarize, weaknesses that need to be taken care of during a conversion are:
• Usage of distinct attributes that are semantically similar
• Address data is stored in various ways
• No direct connections between objects
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• No links to other data sources
The main issue however is that the datasets are currently isolated and do not follow a common schema. All of these issues will be addressed in the conversion process.
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CHAPTER

Solution
4.1

Result requirements

The goal of the thesis work is to convert a subset of the Vienna OGD initiative into usable LOD.
According to Linked Open Data guidelines [19] the following requirements should be fulfilled
for the data to qualify as 5-star ”Linked Open Data” in the first place:
1. The data has to be available on the web with an open license
2. It has to be available as machine-readable structured data in a non-proprietary format
3. Open standards from the W3C have to used
4. The data has to be linked to other data sources
In addition to that official requirements the following requirements were defined to ensure
that the resulting data will be useful:
5. The resulting dataset should consist of at least 100,000 triples including metadata
6. The aforementioned uniformity issues should be resolved
7. There should be internal links (object properties between resources) in addition to the
external links
8. The dataset should follow a common model in form of an OWL ontology
9. Existing vocabulary should be used for properties if possible
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4

10. The data should be published on a server so it can be queried using SPARQL
After the conversion process, the results will be evaluated against this requirements.
The W3C published a guideline document [8] for creating Linked Open Data. The conversion
process loosely follows this document.

4.2

Selecting data categories

The Vienna OGD initiative offers a variety of available datasets. There is financial and demographic data available as well as statistical data (cars, names for newborns, etc.) and data
about POIs (Points of Interest). The last section is the most comprehensive, therefore the transformation into LOD will focus on these datasets. Transferring all the data into Linked Open
Data would be a very extensive project due to the varying forms of content and data, schema
generation and maintenance would be a very complex task that exceeds the focus of a thesis.
The datasets are available in various formats like CSV, RSS/XML or JSON. For downloading
the source data, the CSV format is used for performance reasons (smaller file sizes and download
times) and because it is the only format that all datasets are published in.
Regarding the POI data, a subset of 29 categories was selected. Included within this subset
are all categories that feature geographical point data. This excludes all datasets that include
path or surface data like hiking trails or bicycle routes. Some categories were dropped because
their CSV export contained errors (for examples line breaks within description texts). The 29
categories that were selected for the transformation are:
Type

Identifier

Type (German)

Camping sites

CAMPINGPLATZOGD

Campingplatz

Parks

PARKANLAGEOGD

Parkanlage

Dog zones

HUNDEZONEOGD

Hundezone

Playgrounds

SPIELPLATZOGD

Spielplatz

Barbecue areas

GRILLPLATZOGD

Grillplatz

Public swimming pools

SCHWIMMBADOGD

Schwimmbad

Museums

MUSEUMOGD

Museum

Universities

UNIVERSITAETOGD

Universität

Carsharing spaces

CARSHARINGOGD

Carsharing-Standort

Driving schools

FAHRSCHULEOGD

Fahrschule

Sights

SEHENSWUERDIGOGD

Sehenswürdigkeit

Libraries

BUECHEREIOGD

Bücherei
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Kindergartens

KINDERGARTENOGD

Kindergarten

Multimedia stations

MULTIMEDIAOGD

Multimedia-Station

Music schools

MUSIKSINGSCHULEOGD

Musikschule

Schools

SCHULEOGD

Schule

Adult education centers

VOLKSHOCHSCHULEOGD

Volkshochschule

Walk-in clinics

AMBULANZOGD

Ambulanz

Defibrillators

DEFIBRILLATOROGD

Defibrillator

Lost&Found boxes

FUNDBOXOGD

Fundbox

Hospitals

KRANKENHAUSOGD

Krankenhaus

Shops for people with low income

SOZIALMARKTOGD

Sozialmarkt

Sports centers

SPORTSTAETTENOGD

Sportstätte

Nursing homes

WOHNPFLEGEHAUSOGD

Pflegehaus

Castles

BURGSCHLOSSOGD

Burg/Schloss

Bathing areas

BADESTELLENOGD

Badestelle

Bicycle racks

FAHRRADABSTELLANLAGEOGD

Fahradabstellanlage

Police stations

POLIZEIOGD

Polizeistation

Cemeteries

FRIEDHOFOGD

Friedhof

The URL of the CSV files that were used can be generated and derived from the identifier
by using the following schema:
http://data.wien.gv.at/daten/geoserver/ows?service=WFS&amp;request=
GetFeature&amp;version=1.1.0&amp;typeName=ogdwien:IDENTIFIER&
amp;srsName=EPSG:4326&amp;outputFormat=csv
Where ”IDENTIFIER” needs to be replaced by the type (e.g. ”MUSEUMOGD”).
To demonstrate the addition of schematically diverging data, some demographic data was also
included within the transformation. The Vienna OGD platform contains a dataset that lists this
demographic data for every district. This dataset is only available in CSV format. The following
demographic indicators are added to the resulting Linked Open Data:
• Population ratio DISTRICT_POP_RATIO)
• Population density (POP_DENSITY)
• Rate of male population (RATE_M)
• Rate of female population (RATE_F)
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Figure 4.1: The selection of demographic data from the Vienna OGD platform

• Rate of people with foreign nationality (RATE_FOR_NATIONAL)
• Rate of people with migration background (RATE_MIG_BACKGROUND)
• Rate of young people (age <= 19; YOUTH_RATIO)
• Rate of elderly people (age >= 65; AGE_RATIO)
• Total population (POPULATION)
A list of the dataset from the year 2012 containing demographic data for all 23 districts
in Vienna is represented in figure 4.1. This data will be added to the resulting dataset on a
per-district basis.

4.3

Introducing a common model

Now that the source data that will be utilized was selected, a common model for the resulting
RDF data can be created. This kind of model comes in form of an OWL ontology. Protege was
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Figure 4.2: Vienna OGD class hierarchy

used to design the ontology. There are 2 main classes. The class ”OGDObject” is designed as
a base class for POI objects. Most individuals therefore will have OGDObject as a superclass.
However, there will be a distinct class for every type of POI that is included. These distinct
classes are defined as subclasses of OGDObject. There is a subclass for every type of POI. The
names of these subclasses are identical to the identifiers that are used within the OGD Vienna
source data (for example ”MUSEUMOGD” for museums). Since every POI has to be within a
certain district of Vienna and this data is available for many objects there will be another class
representing a district. This class is named ”District”. It does not have subclasses or superclasses
(except for owl:Thing of course). Since there are 23 districts within Vienna the resulting RDF
graph will contain 23 individuals of this class.
The ontology classes and their hierarchy is depicted in figure 4.2.
A summary of the classes defined in the ontology:
owl:Thing Superclass of all user-defined classes in OWL.
District Represents a district.
OGDObject Superclass of all objects (POI) from OGD Vienna.
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Subclasses of OGDObject The subclasses of OGDObject represent the defined types of POIs.
There are 29 classes named CAMPINGPLATZOGD, PARKANLAGEOGD, HUNDEZONEOGD, SPIELPLATZOGD, GRILLPLATZOGD, SCHWIMMBADOGD, MUSEUMOGD, UNIVERSITAETOGD, CARSHARINGOGD, FAHRSCHULEOGD, SEHENSWUERDIGOGD, BUECHEREIOGD, KINDERGARTENOGD, MULTIMEDIAOGD, MUSIKSINGSCHULEOGD, SCHULEOGD, VOLKSHOCHSCHULEOGD, AMBULANZOGD,
DEFIBRILLATOROGD, FUNDBOXOGD, KRANKENHAUSOGD, SOZIALMARKTOGD,
SPORTSTAETTENOGD, WOHNPFLEGEHAUSOGD, BURGSCHLOSSOGD, BADESTELLENOGD, FAHRRADABSTELLANLAGEOGD, POLIZEIOGD and FRIEDHOFOGD.

4.4

URIs

Unfortunately, a perfect solution for defining a URI namespace for the use case is not possible.
Such a solution would be to have URIs that point to the Vienna OGD server (data.wien.gv.at).
However, since we don’t have control over this server it wouldn’t make too much sense to define
such URIs. The W3C LOD Cookbook [8] explicitly states:
It is important to select a DNS domain that your department or agency controls. It
is bad etiquette to use someone’s domain that you do not own or control. In this
way, you can also commit to its permanence and provide data at this address.
Therefore the namespace for URIs was defined to be
http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna
The disadvantage of this namespace is that it points to a university server and therefore cannot
be identified as containing Open Government Data at first sight. However, the big advantage
is that this server can be controlled by university staff and therefore using it as a namespace is
much more future proof for maintaining the implementation.

4.5

Using existing schemas

The definition of properties is more complex. The initially defined requirement that states that
existing vocabulary should be re-used if possible is especially important for the properties (predicates).
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Labeling the individuals
District and OGDObject as well as its subclasses use the rdfs:label property to label the individuals. An alternative would be foaf:name (FOAF vocabulary) but the rdfs:label property is more
commonly used for labeling individuals, e.g. by DBpedia.
Property

label

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

Description

The human readable label of an individual.

Domain

OGDObject, District

Data type

String

Properties defining the OGDObject individuals
All POIs within Vienna OGD have an ID attached. This ID is of the form TYPE.X, where TYPE
denotes the OGD type (i.e. MUSEUMOGD) and X is a progressing number attached to the individual object. The decision was taken to use this ID in unmodified form within the Linked
Open Data. The reason for doing so is compatibility, e.g. when data from other sources based
on Vienna OGD should be linked with the results from this thesis. The Dublin Core vocabulary
contains the property ”identifier” that is re-used for this purpose.
Property

identifier

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

Description

A unique identifier for every POI object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

When it comes to POIs, the geographic location is extremely important. All POIs from the
Vienna OGD have their exact coordinates attached. The WGS84 ontology that defines terms for
latitude (lat) and longitude (long) uses WGS84 as a reference datum and is very well suited for
this use case. This vocabulary is also widely used (e.g. by DBpedia).
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Property

lat

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#

Description

Geographic latitude of an object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Property

long

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#

Description

Geographic longitude of an object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Many POIs have address or contact data attached. The vCard vocabulary (for which an RDF
encoding [53] exists) seems very suitable for storing this kind of data. The selected properties
from the vocabulary are tel, email and url for contact information.
Property

email

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

Description

The E-Mail adress of an object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Property

url

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

Description

The URL (internet adress) of an object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Property

tel

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

Description

The phone number of an object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string
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For defining address data using the vCard vocabulary the properties country-name, region,
postal-code and street-address were selected.
Property

country-name

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

Description

The name of the country an object lies within.
In case of the Vienna OGD data the value of
this property is always ”Austria”

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Property

region

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

Description

The name of the region an object lies within.
In case of the Vienna OGD data the value of
this property is always ”Wien”

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Property

postal-code

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

Description

The postal code of the region an object lies
within.

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string
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Property

street-address

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

Description

The street address of an object, containing
the street name and house number but not the
postal code or region.

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

In addition to localization information, the Vienna OGD POIs contain a lot of useful information like opening hours, localization hints or general information. Therefore the ontology
defines some new properties that are used to store this information.
Property

localization_hint

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Localization hints, e.g. where to look for a
certain object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Property

information

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Any other general information available for a
POI object

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Property

hrtype

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

A type identifier that is formatted for displaying in applications (in German language)

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string
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Property

opening_hours

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Any information about opening hours if applicable

Domain

OGDObject

Data type

string

Metadata properties
There are some metadata properties that have to be added to conform to requirements. All open
data from the Vienna OGD platform is released using the ”Creative Commons Attribution 3.0”
license [9]. According to the license terms, users are free to share and adapt the open data in a
commercial or non-commercial way but have to attribute the work and refer to the city government of Vienna as data source. Therefore a source property has to be added. The Dublin Code
vocabulary contains such a property.
Property

source

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

Description

The source of the data

Domain

OGDObject, District

Data type

string

The Vienna OGD homepage clarifies the licensing terms and states that the term ”Datenquelle:
Stadt Wien - data.wien.gv.at” has to be attached if the data is used. Therefore all individuals
created will have this reference attached. It is also recommended to include a license for all
data published as LOD, therefore the same license (”Creative Commons Attribution 3.0” [9]) is
added to all individuals by using the license property from the dcterms vocabulary (an extension
of the Dublin Core vocabulary). In addition the publisher property from the Dublin Core vocabulary is attached to the individuals.
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Property

license

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

Description

The license under which the data is shared

Domain

OGDObject, District

Data type

string

Property

publisher

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

Description

The publisher of the converted datasets

Domain

OGDObject, District

Data type

string

Properties defining the demographic district data
Common vocabulary for Linked Open Data does not contain properties for defining demographic
values of certain regions or cities. Therefore the properties for these information values are defined within the ontology.
Property

population

Type

Data Property

Namespace

—

Description

Total population of the district.

Domain

District

Data type

float

Property

district_population_ratio

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

The population ratio of a single district when
compared to the city population

Domain

District

Data type

float
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Property

population_density

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

The population density of a single district

Domain

District

Data type

float

Property

rate_female

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Rate of female population living in the district compared to the total population of the
district.

Domain

District

Data type

float

Property

rate_male

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Rate of male population living in the district
compared to the total population of the district.

Domain

District

Data type

float

Property

rate_foreign

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Rate of foreign population living in the district compared to the total population of the
district.

Domain

District

Data type

float
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Property

rate_migration

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Rate of people with migration background
living in the district compared to the total population of the district.

Domain

District

Data type

float

Property

rate_youth

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Rate of young people (age <= 19 years) living
in the district compared to the total population
of the district.

Domain

District

Data type

float

Property

rate_retirees

Type

Data Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

Rate of elder people (age >= 65 years) living
in the district compared to the total population
of the district.

Domain

District

Data type

float

Object properties
Object properties are required to establish internal and external links. OWL contains the property owl:sameAs that defines that individuals are the same. This property is a good choice to
express similarity with (seemingly distinct) resources from other data sources and therefore establish external links. Many linked data sources use this property to link to other data sources
like DBpedia. In the use case of the Vienna OGD conversion, this property will be used to establish external links to DBpedia for elements where resources exist (e.g. districts, museums,
parks).
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Property

sameAs

Type

Object Property

Namespace

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#

Description

States that individuals or resources are the
same and is used to establish external links

Domain

OGDObject, District

Range

owl:Thing

The ontology also defines a property for internal links. Vienna OGD contains some internal
links although they are not explicitly stated. The already mentioned example are playgrounds.
In Vienna, many playgrounds are located within a park. The playground dataset contains the
”standort” attribute, but there is no stable link using e.g. the IDs. Such links will be detected
during processing the data and be established using the lies_within property. This property will
also be used to state that OGDObject individuals are located within a district individual.
Property

lies_within

Type

Object Property

Namespace

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

Description

States that an object lies within a district or
another object

Domain

OGDObject

Range

OGDObject, District
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Figure 4.3: A visual representation of the Vienna OGD ontology

Figure 4.3 shows the ontology including classes and object properties.

Namespaces used
Due to the properties used before, the following namespaces are defined and used within the
ontology:
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Prefix

Namespace

(default namespace)

http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna

dc

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

rdfs

http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

geo

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#

owl

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#

xsd

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

rdf

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

vcard

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

dcterms

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

4.6

Selecting technologies and frameworks

XML-based formats like RDF can be directly handled and processed by using XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation). XSLT was designed for this kind of transformation
purpose. However, the option to work with an XSLT-based framework was rejected due to the
nature of the project. There is a high amount of processing that needs the inclusion of specific
algorithms and connected data sources, therefore a transformation using XSLT is not really an
option.
It was decided to create a custom application using the Java programming language. The resulting application is object-oriented and platform independent.
Since CSV was chosen as the input data format, the opencsv library [24] was selected and
included to handle processing of these files. The Apache log4j library [26] was selected and
included for logging. Since the target format of the conversion process has to be RDF, it makes
sense to rely on a framework for generating and handling RDF data.

4.7

Selecting an RDF framework

The most important part of the conversion process is the generation and manipulation of an RDF
graph. Due to the expected size and complexity of the resulting model it is necessary to use or
implement a framework for handling this model within the application. Two frameworks were
considered and evaluated for this task:
1. Apache Jena [20]
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2. OpenRDF.org Sesame [45]
Jena considers itself a ”Java framework for building Semantic Web applications” [20], Sesame
considers itself an ”Java framework for storage and querying of RDF data” [45]. Both frameworks feature an extensive Java API and are available as open source applications. The Sesame
framework is centered around its triplestore and repository functionality while the Jena framework allows to work with RDF models without creating such a repository.

Evaluation of Sesame
Sesame requires the creation of a local repository that contains and manages the RDF data.
However, the creation of such a repository can easily be achieved:
LocalService service = Sesame.getService();
LocalRepository newRepository = service.createRepository(
"repositoryName", true);
In the case of this example the repository is stored in memory and only available while the
application is running. However, since Sesame seems to be highly focused on storage functionality there are other alternatives. Sesame uses a layer called SAIL (Storage And Inference
Layer) to allow for distinct but easily exchangeable ways of storing RDF data. Using this layer
it is easy to access other options for storing data. One option is to use a native repository. A
native repository stores its data directly to a file. The data format is binary and optimized for
performance and size. Therefore it is not easily readable for humans. However, Sesame can
also store repository data to a relational database. Maybe the most interesting option is to use a
remote triplestore to store and work with data. In this case data can be distributed over several
remote sources, which closely follows the Semantic Web vision.
Working with RDF data is also relatively simple when using the Sesame API. An RDF graph
can be constructed by using the following code:
Graph newGraph = new org.openrdf.model.impl.GraphImpl();
newRepository.addGraph(newGraph);
Sesame uses its RDF Model API to work with RDF data. A statement can be generated by
using the following commands:
URI doc2 = factory.createURI("http://example.org/document2");
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URI creator = factory.createURI(
"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator");
Literal creatorName = factory.createLiteral("Christian");
Statement newStatement = factory.createStatement(
doc2, creator, creatorName);
These lines create the RDF example from chapter 2 within Sesame.
Sesame supports SPARQL and remote querying of SPARQL endpoints. It is possible to directly retrieve data from sources like DBpedia by using the Sesame framework. Sesame features
reasoning support and it is possible to plug in reasoners that support OWL reasoning.

Evaluation of Jena
Jena doesn’t require the application to create or use a repository to work with RDF data. An
object of type ”Model” is used to store RDF triples. Such a model can be generated by using a
static method of the ModelFactory class:
Model model = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel();
After creating a model, it can be populated by inserting statements or resources. Resources
and properties can be directly created, again using the RDF example from chapter 2:
String doc2uri = factory.createURI("http://example.org/document2");
String creatorName = "Christian";
Resource doc2 = model.createResource(doc2uri);
doc2.addProperty(DC.creator, creatorName);
As an alternative to this approach, Jena also allows to create statements similar to the way
Sesame does. It is possible to achieve the same result by using the following code:
String doc2uri = factory.createURI("http://example.org/document2");
String creatorName = "Christian";
Resource doc2 = model.createResource(doc2uri);
Statement s = model.createStatement(doc2 , DC.creator, creatorName );
model.add(s);
After the model was created it can be serialized to an RDF file. Jena also supports to import
these kind of RDF files. Jena can use the RDF/XML serialization syntax but also supports other
serialization formats like N3.
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OWL is directly supported by Jena and the framework also supports SPARQL including
remote querying of SPARQL endpoints. It is therefore possible to directly retrieve data from
sources like DBpedia. Jena includes reasoning support and it is possible to use reasoners that
support OWL reasoning.

Comparison and evaluation result
The most important feature required for the implementation is the construction and manipulation
of an RDF graph. Both frameworks support this and allow to handle RDF data in a graph-based
way. Another requirement is support of the SPARQL query language and an option to use remote SPARQL endpoints (like DBpedia). Again, both frameworks support this feature.
Performance of the frameworks was not evaluated since the size of data worked with is relatively small and the duration of the conversion process is not really an issue. It is difficult to find
unbiased reports on performance regarding the two frameworks, however a report published by
the Simile project evaluating the triplestore performance of the frameworks illustrates that it is
difficult to pick a clear winner [21]. Each framework has advantages and disadvantages according to the storage type chosen.
Jena was chosen as a framework for processing RDF data during the conversion process. Although Sesame offers similar functionality and performance, Jena seems to be the more active
framework when it comes to support, documentation and material as of today. A triplestore
will not be used during the conversion process but only afterwards (to make the generated data
remotely accessible and enable SPARQL querying).

4.8

System Architecture

The system is divided into of the following modules as seen in figure 4.4:

Source Data Extraction
The first module handles the retrieval of data from the Vienna OGD server. This is done within
the Source Data Extractor that downloads the CSV files from the server and converts them into a
data structure that can be used within the application to read out the data. The list of source files
that are to be used is extracted from an XML configuration file. Some kind of cache is included
in this module: The source data extractor is able to download and locally store the source files.
Therefore it can be configured to directly use the downloaded files. This is intended primarily
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Figure 4.4: The system architecture of the application

for testing and developing purposes because processing is faster when offline files are used. The
opencsv framework is then used to convert the CSV contents into native Java data structures that
can be accessed when the data is converted into RDF data.

Data Enhancement Processor
The data enhancement processing module of the application improves the extracted data (now
stored in Java objects) and prepares it for the RDF conversion. This is an important step because
when the RDF data is generated only the properties defined by the ontology earlier will be
used and the original source data doesn’t fit into this structure. Therefore a data enhancement
procedure is executed for every single dataset where patterns are found and analyzed to extract
and prepare the data properties that are needed for a successful conversion.
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Schema Matching
After the enhancement is finished the resulting data can be directly converted into RDF data.
The Jena framework is utilized to do so. An empty model (GDF graph) is created and individuals as well as properties are inserted into this model. Jena natively supports the creation
of properties from certain vocabularies like RDFS or Dublin Core by providing object-oriented
representations. Such representations were manually added to the application for the Vienna
OGD ontology created earlier or other vocabularies that are not natively included like WGS84.
After this step a preliminary RDF graph exists in memory.

RDF Postprocessing
In this module, object properties are added that represent internal and external links. Since the
RDF graph now already exists in memory it is possible to query the data using SPARQL. This
option is utilized for creating the internal links. Those are created between:
• playgrounds and parks
• dog zones and parks
• any POI objects and districts
The creation of external links takes more effort. First, a series of SPARQL queries is executed after connecting to the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint. These queries are designed to retrieve
labels and URIs of several resources within Vienna. The query results are written to a file for
caching. Since this data doesn’t change often and executing a series of SPARQL queries on a remote server can be a time-consuming process caching can speed up the execution. Data retrieved
from DBpedia is then matched against the labels within the existing RDF graph by applying the
Levenshtein string matching algorithm [23]. The tolerance is very low for this use case so only
very close matches are accepted. If a match is found the applications adds a property of type
owl:sameAs to link the individual to the matched DBpedia resource.

Model Output
Now that the model is completed and all properties exist in memory the RDF graph is written
to a file. This functionality is natively supported by the Jena framework. The output format is
XML-serialized RDF. In addition, a CSV file is generated that contains a flattened representation
of individuals and can be used to quickly check the results or to transfer it to other applications.
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Figure 4.5: Virtuoso conductor interface showing a list of RDF graphs

4.9

Publishing the data

The resulting RDF data needs to be published on the web. OpenLink Virtuoso Open Source
Edition [15] was chosen as a triplestore to achieve this. Virtuoso offers extensive web server
capabilities that are needed for Linked Open Data use cases. A notable feature is the creation of
views on relational databases to publish its content as Linked Open Data.
Virtuoso was chosen because of its powerful web server features and its sophisticated SPARQL
functionality. Virtuoso describes the SPARQL features in more detail [15]:
OpenLink Virtuoso supports SPARQL embedded into SQL for querying RDF data
stored in Virtuoso’s database. SPARQL benefits from low-level support in the engine itself, such as SPARQL-aware type-casting rules and a dedicated IRI data type.
This is the newest and fastest developing area in Virtuoso.
Virtuoso features an extensive user interface (”conductor”) that was used to configure the
server and upload the RDF graph. The user interface is depicted in Figure 4.5.
The SPARQL endpoint can be reached at:
http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/sparql
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4.10

Availability in a mobile app

Android [16] is an operating system designed for mobile phones and tablets that is based on
Linux [22]. It was originally developed by a startup (Android Inc.) that was acquired by Google
in 2005. The Android operating system is released under the Apache open source license and
its full source code is available to developers. Android apps are applications that can be run on
devices built upon the Android system.

Reasons for releasing the app
In addition to making the data available via a SPARQL endpoint an Android app was created that
visualizes the POI data. Vienna LOD mainly consists of POI data and a very common use case
for such datasets is to display the POIs on a mobile phone or tablet. More than 10,000 POIs are
processed during the conversion and by creating the app it is easier to present this data in a way
that makes sense for end users. The resulting app is available through the Google Play Store [1].
Since the Vienna OGD source data is available in German language only the German version of
the app (”Wien Guide”) features this data. Since the Android development SDK makes it easy
to generate localized versions of apps, an English version is available but it features only data
from DBpedia.

Structure of the app
The ViennaGuide app main activity features a list view of POIs. Every category that is converted
is also included in the app. The user can select a category and has 3 different views available
(selectable via tabs). The POIs can be shown in a list view, on a map or in a list view displaying only images (if available). When a POI is selected from any of the views the application
switches to an activity showing more detail about it. Again, three views (selectable via tabs) are
available. The user can display more information about the selected item (e.g. address or contact
data), a map view or a web view. The web view displays the website associated with the item or
- if none is available - results from a Google web search for the item. The user can bookmark
POIs. Figure 4.6 shows several views of the user interface of the ViennaGuide app.
Android apps include a manifest file where system permissions the app requires have to be
defined [37]. Users that install an app on Android have to confirm these permissions in order to
be able to launch the application. Examples for such permissions are access to the users contacts or calendar, sending messages or accessing voicemail. The ViennaGuide app requires the
following permissions:
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Figure 4.6: The Android app featuring Vienna OGD

INTERNET Allows the application to access the Internet. This is required because the map
has to be loaded via the web. Access to websites from within the app also relies on this
permission.
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION Allows the application to get the geographical location of the
device. This is used for displaying the users current location on the map.
The manifest file is also used to define other components of the app, e.g. to register activities.

Data Handling within the app
When designing a mobile app, requirements differ from applications that are developed to run
on a workstation or server. Since mobile devices have very limited processing power and a
relatively low amount of memory available, handling an RDF graph with more than 190,000
triples may result in slow execution and response times. Some categories in the Vienna OGD
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dataset contain more than 500 items (e.g. there are more than 600 schools). Displaying that
many objects on a mobile phone takes several seconds (e.g. building the map view) even if the
items are already in memory. Loading them from a triple store or maybe even using a remote
web service or SPARQL endpoint would reduce usability beyond an acceptable level on less
powerful phones or if a slower Internet connection is used. Therefore all data is included with
the app and can also be used offline to some extent (displaying items on a map is not possible
without an Internet connection). To transfer the data to the application a CSV file is used. In
this case, CSV was chosen because it is a very compact format that drastically reduces memory
requirements for the app. The content of the CSV file is loaded into memory when the app is
started.
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CHAPTER

Results and Evaluation
5.1

Resulting RDF Graph

The result of the conversion process is an RDF graph containing 191,685 statements. Figure 5.1
lists a predicate count for the graph. There are a number of predicates that are attached to every
single POI individual (e.g. ID, label, geographic coordinates, region) which is an improvement
to the initial datasets where only ID and geographic position were attached to every single POI
object. There are more than 100 external links (all of which point to DBpedia resources) and
more than 600 internal links of type ”lies_within” between POIs. If districts are also taken into
account there are more than 11,000 of these links because almost every POI individual is linked
to a district individual.

An XML-serialized RDF representation of a POI individual (in this case of type ”SPIELPLATZOGD”) looks like this:
<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPIELPLATZOGD.58942">
<vcard:region>Wien</vcard:region>
<vogd:lies_within
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/PARKANLAGEOGD.58942"/>
<geo:long>16.386154487197135</geo:long>
<geo:lat>48.17240960988946</geo:lat>
<vcard:locality>Wien/Favoriten</vcard:locality>
<vogd:lies_within
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5

Figure 5.1: A count of statements in the resulting RDF graph

rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/DISTRICT.10"/>
<dc:source>Datenquelle: Stadt Wien - data.wien.gv.at</dc:source>
<rdfs:label>Spielplatz Puchsbaumpark</rdfs:label>
<vcard:postal-code>1100</vcard:postal-code>
<dc:identifier>SPIELPLATZOGD.58942</dc:identifier>
<vcard:country-name>Austria</vcard:country-name>
<dc:publisher>Christian Weiss</dc:publisher>
<vogd:hrtype>Spielplatz</vogd:hrtype>
<dc:date>2013-05-17 15:14:57</dc:date>
<dcterms:license>http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
</dcterms:license>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPIELPLATZOGD"/>
<vogd:localization_hint>Puchsbaumpark</vogd:localization_hint>
</rdf:Description>
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Figure 5.2 shows a graphical representation of this individual. Figure 5.3 extends this representation with connected individuals.

Figure 5.2: A visual representation of a POI individual
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Figure 5.3: A visual representation of a POI in context with other individuals

Note that the ”lies_within” property is defined as a transitive property in the ontology (see
appendix). Since the playground individual is linked to a park individual and the park individual
is linked to a district individual, the link connecting the playground individual to the district
individual could be omitted if a reasoner is used.
Figure 5.4 shows a graphical representation of this RDF graph. Red squares denote individuals that are defined and described within the resulting RDF dataset while blue squares denote
external resources. The graph was simplified for this representation: it was converted to an
undirected graph and only a random subset of individuals was used to avoid cluttering. The remaining graph contains about 60,000 triples. External resources are located near the boundaries
of the graph. The local individuals (red squares) near the boundaries that have a high degree
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are the district individuals that maintain a larger number of links to other individuals. Shown
within the graph are only object properties of type ”lies_within” and ”owl:sameAs”. It is clearly
visible that there are a lot of interconnections in this graph although links to remote resources
are a minority when compared to internal links.

Figure 5.4: A graphical representation of the resulting RDF graph

Figure 5.5 shows another representation of the RDF graph. As before, red squares denote
individuals that are defined and described within the resulting RDF dataset and blue squares
denote external resources. This time the graph remains directional due to the smaller subset.
Only individuals of the following types are included in this representation:
• http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/PARKANLAGEOGD
• http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPIELPLATZOGD
• http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/HUNDEZONEOGD
• http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District
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• External resources linked to individuals of the types above
However, all individuals of these types are included within the graph. This representation
makes it easier to see links between some POIs (e.g. near the lower boundary of the graph).

Figure 5.5: A subset of the graph focusing on lies_within predicates

5.2

Query Examples

With some basic knowledge of SPARQL (described in chapter 2) it is easy to formulate some
queries on the RDF graph. Two examples will be listed here.

Query Example 1
The first SPARQL query will list the geographic position of parks (latitude/longitude) that are
located in districts where less than 15% of the population are older than 65 years and feature a
dog zone as well as a playground.
SELECT DISTINCT ?parklabel ?rate_retirees ?lat ?long
WHERE {
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?park <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/PARKANLAGEOGD>.
?park <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> ?parklabel.
?park <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#lat> ?lat.
?park <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#long> ?long.
?playground <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPIELPLATZOGD>.
?playground <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within>
?park .
?dogzone <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/HUNDEZONEOGD>.
?dogzone <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within> ?park.
?park <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within>
?district.
?district <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_retirees>
?rate_retirees .
FILTER (?rate_retirees < 15).
} ORDER BY ASC(?parklabel)

These are the results of the first query example:
parklabel

rate_retirees

lat

long

Alfred-Grünwald-Park

14.93

48.198

16.362

Auer-Welsbach-Park

13.23

48.187

16.318

Bacherpark

13.79

48.188

16.356

Braunhuberpark

14.27

48.171

16.415

Dadlerpark

13.23

48.190

16.329

Einsiedlerpark

13.79

48.186

16.350

Ernst-Lichtblau-Park

13.79

48.183

16.351

Forschneritschpark

13.23

48.197

16.319

Herderpark

14.27

48.172

16.410

Hyblerpark

14.27

48.182

16.413

Ingeborg-Bachmann-Park

14.99

48.258

16.444

Klieberpark

13.79

48.185

16.363

Luise-Montag-Park

14.27

48.168

16.416

Otto-Affenzeller-Park

14.99

48.232

16.450

Parkanlage Am Hundsturm

13.79

48.187

16.347

Parkanlage Leopold-Rister-Gasse

13.79

48.181

16.355
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Parkanlage Margaretengürtel

13.79

48.185

16.345

Reithofferpark

13.23

48.198

16.331

Rohrauerpark

13.23

48.206

16.315

Rudolf-Sallinger-Park

13.79

48.188

16.363

Schloss Neugebäude - Unterer Garten

14.27

48.161

16.443

Teich Hirschstetten

14.99

48.241

16.479

Vogelweidpark

13.23

48.204

16.332

Weghuberpark

13.96

48.206

16.356

Query Example 2
The second SPARQL query will list all playgrounds that are located in districts where more than
20% of the population are aged below 19 years. The playgrounds have to be located within a
public park for which a DBpedia resource (and therefore a Wikipedia.org article) exists.

SELECT DISTINCT ?playground ?districtlabel ?rateyouth
WHERE {
?object <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPIELPLATZOGD>.
?object <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within>
?park.
?object <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
?playground.
?park <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/PARKANLAGEOGD>.
?park <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs> ?wiki.
?park <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within>
?district.
?district <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label>
?districtlabel.
?district <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_youth>
?rateyouth.
FILTER (?rateyouth > 20).
}

These are the results of the second query example:
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5.3

playground

districtlabel

rateyouth

Spielplatz Herderpark

Wien/Simmering

22.11

Spielplatz Donaupark

Wien/Donaustadt

22.78

Spielplatz Draschepark

Wien/Liesing

20.01

Spielplatz Haydnpark

Wien/Meidling

20.10

Spielplatz Wilhelmsdorfer Park

Wien/Meidling

20.10

Spielplatz Waldmüllerpark

Wien/Favoriten

20.81

Spielplatz Blumengärten Hirschstetten

Wien/Donaustadt

22.78

Result Evaluation

Before implementing the conversion process a list of 10 requirements were defined (see Chapter
4). This list can now be reviewed and evaluated.
1. The data has to be available on the web with an open license
The data was published on the web and is publicly reachable via the SPARQL endpoint.
The data was released using the ”Creative Commons Attribution 3.0” license [9], the same
license that was used for the source data.

2. It has to be available as machine-readable structured data in a non-proprietary format
The data is available in XML-serialized RDF format. RDF is a format defined by the
W3C for machine-readable information [41].

3. Open standards from the W3C have to used
RDF [41] and OWL [36] are open standards defined by the W3C. They were used to
define the structure and publish the data on the web.

4. The data has to be linked to other data sources
The original converted dataset features 132 links to external sources. All of them are
links to DBpedia resources (75 unique).
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5. The resulting dataset should consist of at least 100,000 triples including metadata
There are 196,685 triples in the dataset. A breakdown of predicates is listed earlier in
this chapter.

6. The aforementioned uniformity issues should be resolved
Several measures were taken to improve data quality. All POIs that contain any kind
of address data have that data converted to the standardized vCard format. As mentioned,
there is a number of predicates that are now attached to every POI individual (label, geographic coordinates, region, etc.). The Vienna OGD datasets used as source have only ID
and geographic position attached to every single POI object.

7. There should be internal links (object properties between resources) in addition to the external links
The implementation of the conversion process generates internal links between certain
kinds of POIs. The property used for these links is ”lies_within”. The links are visible in
the visualizations earlier in this chapter. The SPARQL query
SELECT ?a ?b WHERE {
?a <http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within> ?b.
}
reveals all individuals that were connected.

8. The dataset should follow a common model in form of an OWL ontology
An OWL ontology was introduced to define the vocabulary. The ontology is listed in
the appendix to this document.

9. Existing vocabulary should be used for properties if possible
Vocabulary from the following standards/ontologies was used to define properties:
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Vocabulary

Location

Dublin Core (DC)

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

RDF Schema

http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

WGS 84

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#

OWL

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#

RDF

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

vCARD

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

DC Terms

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

10. The data is published on a server so it can be queried using SPARQL
The SPARQL endpoint can be publicly accessed at
http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/sparql
The defined requirements could be fulfilled by the proposed solution. It was possible to
convert the existing data sources into LOD using existing schemata. The data was published on
the web and is now available as machine-readable structured data applying W3C standards as
well as an open license and therefore qualifies as Linked Open Data according to guidelines and
requirements [19].
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Future work
While a significant part of the available Vienna OGD data was used for the LOD transformation
there is still data that was not included in the conversion process yet. This is because the focus
of this thesis was to show how a conversion could be done and not to convert all available data.
Data that was left out and could be converted in the future includes statistical data and POIs that
do not have a point location but a path or area location. Examples for such objects are hiking
paths or bicycle routes, both available at the Vienna OGD platform. Transferring more demographic or statistical data would also increase options for formulating more complex queries.
It is also possible to add data from other cities into the Linked Open Data cloud by using or
enhancing the ontology established in this thesis. For example, The Austrian city of Linz also
publishes Open Government Data. Some of the datasets are quite similar to what Vienna OGD
publishes, however they again use mostly distinct schemata. There is some coordination anyway, especially regarding establishment of a common metadata standard [34].
It is possible to increase the degree of interlinking by either adding manual links (this only
makes sense when already considered with the source data design) or by using more hints to
automatically establish such links. For example, it would be possible to detect related POIs not
only by comparing their labels but also by detecting closeness due to their geographic position
(longitude/latitude and/or address data). Knowing the district boundaries that are also available
from the Vienna OGD platform, it would also be possible to assign a property linking to the
corresponding district individual to POIs that don’t have any address data attached. This would
require geospatial processing.
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The processing engine developed as part of this thesis is fault tolerant to some degree with
regards to the source data but not all cases of possible errors or glitches within the source data
were taken into account. Therefore the conversion process needs some monitoring. A possible
extension would be to develop automated execution monitoring and integrity checks for the resulting data. This monitoring framework could then send automated reports in case there are
any problems with the source data. Another option for improvement would be to make transformation rules (for example handling of non-uniformity between address properties of POIs)
configurable via a configuration file. This would enable the setup of an update process without
the need to edit source code. If the structure of a source file changes, the current system cannot
adapt automatically and either the source code has to be adapted or the source file needs to be
excluded from processing (this can currently be done using a configuration file). Another possible extension would be versioning support to reflect changes over time and corrected or retracted
data.
Finally, more in-depth analysis or visualization of the resulting data was not part of the thesis. Specifically, aside from the app that was used to visualize some of the resulting data, there
is no way to visually browse the resulting dataset. Triplestores like Sesame offer some sort of
data browsing, however a custom application that provides a user interface enabling to specifically browse the resulting Vienna Linked Open Data would make the results easier to survey for
people who not want to use SPARQL queries to retrieve results. Similar to what was done by
data.gov.uk it would also be a possible extension to create an API for developers.
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CHAPTER

Conclusion
The Semantic Web Vision introduces significant improvements to the World Wide Web. However, the gap between traditional web technologies and Semantic Web technologies is very high,
therefore slowing down its introduction. The concepts outlining the Semantic Web are already
around for 15 years - a very long time frame when it comes to web development - yet, the implementation of these concepts on a broader basis is still lacking. There are only few Semantic Web
applications around because data that can be used is scarce. There is not much data encoded in
Semantic Web based formats like RDF around because too few applications exist that catalyze
the generation of linked data and offer incentive to do so. The emergence of Linked Open Data
platforms, most notable the DBpedia database has improved that situation. There are billions of
triples available that can be processed and used by Semantic Web applications. The DBpedia
dataset has become very successful and is used by many applications around the world in one
way or the other.
The Semantic Web vision is a top-down concept. However, innovation in web technologies
and structures was often a bottom-up process, driven by communities or users. This was demonstrated by the so-called Web 2.0 that changed the web toward social communities and usergenerated content. Linked Open Data works like a bottom-up approach in several ways. It can
be seen as a cloud of data that dynamically grows as new linked data is added. Not all data
added to the Linked Open Data cloud can be considered to be highly useful as of today. There
are datasets that might never be used in real-world applications because they exist purely for
academic or demonstration purposes. However, government agencies around the world maintain very large sets of data that would be very useful for real-world applications. Vienna OGD is
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a very good example. Despite being released in isolated sets using somehow diverse schemata,
already more than 80 applications were developed by an active developer community that utilize this data. Adding this data to the Linked Data Cloud can be a valuable contribution toward
Semantic Web development.
This thesis has shown that a conversion to true 5-star rated Linked Open Data can be achieved
with the heterogeneous data that is provided by the city government of Vienna without redesigning the source data. This approach is more similar to what was done in the United States by the
Data-gov Wiki. In the United Kingdom on the other hand, the open data initiative was designed
to support Linked Open Data from the ground up. The latter approach might prove to be more
sustainable on the long term.
During the conversion there were challenges that had to be resolved to guarantee compatibility
with LOD requirements and guidelines. Vienna OGD is neither linked internally nor externally.
This was to be expected of course, however links to other data sources are a very important requirement when it comes to LOD. In this thesis, such links were generated by comparing labels
of individuals by applying a string metric algorithm. The resulting quantity and quality of links
are sufficient to fulfill established LOD standards. However, many more links could be included
if they are already considered when generating the data. Since Vienna OGD is generated from
a variety of sources and therefore does not use a homogeneous schema for all datasets a direct
1:1 conversion into LOD while re-using existing schemata was not an option. This thesis has
shown that the existing data can be modified, improved and converted using existing schemata
like Dublin Core or vCard without redesigning the source data. The resulting homogeneous
dataset follows LOD guidelines and requirements. It is available via a public SPARQL endpoint
that enables processing of complex queries that couldn’t be executed on the source data alone.
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Appendix
8.1

Acronyms

CSV

Comma Separated Values

DL

Description Logics

FOAF

Friend of a Friend

GIS

Geographic Information System

GML

Geography Markup Language

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

KML

Keyhole Markup Language

LOD

Linked Open Data

OGD

Open Government Data
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OWL

Web Ontology Language

POI

Point of Interest

RDF

Resource Description Framework

RDFS

RDF Schema

SAIL

Storage And Inference Layer

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

SQL

Structured Query Language

URI

Universal Resource Identifier

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

XML

Extensible Markup Language

XSD

XML Schema

XSL

Extensible Stylesheet Language

XSLT

XSL Transformation

8.2

OGD Ontology

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [
<!ENTITY dcterms "http://purl.org/dc/terms/" >
<!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" >
<!ENTITY dc "http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" >
<!ENTITY vcard "http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#" >
<!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" >
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<!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" >
<!ENTITY geo "http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#" >
<!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" >
]>
<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xml:base="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:geo="http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:vcard="http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/">
<Ontology rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna">
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Vienna OGD Ontology used to
transform data from Open Government Data Wien (OGD;
http://data.wien.gv.at) into Linked Open Data as part
of the Master Thesis of Christian Weiss at Vienna
University of Technology</rdfs:comment>
</Ontology>
<!-/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Object Properties
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-->
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within -->
<ObjectProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/lies_within">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;TransitiveProperty"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
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<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</ObjectProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs -->
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="&owl;sameAs">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</ObjectProperty>
<!-/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Data properties
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-->
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/district_population_ratio -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/district_population_ratio">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/hrtype -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/hrtype">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/information -->
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<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/information">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/localization_hint -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/localization_hint">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/openinghours -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/openinghours">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:rang
e rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/population -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/population">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/population_density -->
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<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/population_density">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_female -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_female">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_foreign -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_foreign">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_male -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_male">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_migration -->
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<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_migration">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_retirees -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_retirees">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_youth -->
<DatatypeProperty
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/rate_youth">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;float"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/date -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&dc;date">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/identifier -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&dc;identifier">
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<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/publisher -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&dc;publisher">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/source -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&dc;source">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/type -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&dc;type">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://purl.org/dc/terms/license -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&dcterms;license">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
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<!-- http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&rdfs;label">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#lat -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&geo;lat">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#long -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&geo;long">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#country-name -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;country-name">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#email -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;email">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
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</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#locality -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;locality">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#postal-code -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;postal-code">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#region -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;region">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#street-address -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;street-address">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#tel -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;tel">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
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</DatatypeProperty>
<!-- http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#url -->
<DatatypeProperty rdf:about="&vcard;url">
<rdfs:domain
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</DatatypeProperty>
<!-/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Classes
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-->
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/AMBULANZOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/AMBULANZOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/BADESTELLENOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/BADESTELLENOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/BUECHEREIOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/BUECHEREIOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/BURGSCHLOSSOGD -->
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<Class
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/BURGSCHLOSSOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/CAMPINGPLATZOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/CAMPINGPLATZOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/CARSHARINGOGD -->
<Class
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/CARSHARINGOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/DEFIBRILLATOROGD -->
<Class
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/DEFIBRILLATOROGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/District"/>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FAHRRADABSTELLANLAGEOGD -->
<Class
rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FAHRRADABSTELLANLAGEOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
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</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FAHRSCHULEOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FAHRSCHULEOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FRIEDHOFOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FRIEDHOFOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FUNDBOXOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/FUNDBOXOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/GRILLPLATZOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/GRILLPLATZOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/HUNDEZONEOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/HUNDEZONEOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/KINDERGARTENOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/KINDERGARTENOGD">
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<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/KRANKENHAUSOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/KRANKENHAUSOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/MULTIMEDIAOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/MULTIMEDIAOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/MUSEUMOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/MUSEUMOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/MUSIKSINGSCHULEOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/MUSIKSINGSCHULEOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<Restriction>
<onProperty rdf:resource="&geo;lat"/>
<qualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1
</qualifiedCardinality>
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<onDataRange rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<Restriction>
<onProperty rdf:resource="&geo;long"/>
<qualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1
</qualifiedCardinality>
<onDataRange rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<Restriction>
<onProperty rdf:resource="&dc;identifier"/>
<qualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1
</qualifiedCardinality>
<onDataRange rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/PARKANLAGEOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/PARKANLAGEOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/POLIZEIOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/POLIZEIOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SCHULEOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SCHULEOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
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</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SCHWIMMBADOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SCHWIMMBADOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SEHENSWUERDIGOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SEHENSWUERDIGOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SOZIALMARKTOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SOZIALMARKTOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPIELPLATZOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPIELPLATZOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPORTSTAETTENOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/SPORTSTAETTENOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/UNIVERSITAETOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/UNIVERSITAETOGD">
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<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/VOLKSHOCHSCHULEOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/VOLKSHOCHSCHULEOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
<!-- http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/WOHNPFLEGEHAUSOGD -->
<Class rdf:about="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/WOHNPFLEGEHAUSOGD">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://ogd.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/vienna/OGDObject"/>
</Class>
</rdf:RDF>
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